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INTRODUCTION 
Many problems confront the teacher of spelling. Rele-
gated to the field of drill, spelling became a subject which 
provoked very little interest in children because it had to 
be mastered in a prosaic, mechanical fashion. Small cogni-
zance was taken either of its effect to real lif'e situations 
or to the individual needs of children sharing one · common 
interest, the classroom. 
However, a transition is taking place wh,ich can elevate 
spelling to its rightful position in the curricula. More 
and more, spelling is being appraised as a subject which can 
lead to fuller, richer growth; which can be justified because 
it teaches techniques adaptable to all the language arts and 
which for its practical application to everyday expression 
warrants the attention and emphasis which a carefully pre-
pared and skilled teacher can give it. 
-vii-
Davis1 says "because we write and pronounce words we 
have to spell them." In spite of the usefulness and transfer 
, which spelling affords in a Language Arts program, it has 
been neglected as a subject and very little planned prepara-
tion has been expended in this most vital area. 
Work done in this field by experienced teachers, has 
shown that the application of phonetics to a spelling pro-
gram has motivated and vitalized the teaching of the subject 
matter and has engendered a new respect for the spelling 
program. 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the influence 
of a planned phonetic program on the formal introduction to 
spelling in grade two. 
!sheldon Davis. Teaching the Elementary CUrriculum. 
1 
New York: Macmillan Company, 1931. P• SI. 
II 
)I 
II 
I 
,I 
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SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
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CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Reading and spelling are · eloaely interwoven. Since 
auditory and visual training has been widely used to ~prove 
reading ability, there is the possibility of this transfer 
by means of properly guided exercises, to the improvement of 
skill in learning to spell. 
According to Foranl spelling is one subject which demands 
more than ordinary motivation because unlike other subjects it 
does not supply intrinsic interest bu.t gathers momentum as it 
becomes easier for the pupil to master. 
Visual Discrimination.-- The ability to observe like-
nesses and differences in word forms. 
Many authorities agree that the common cause of mis-
spelling is to be found in the inadequacy of acquaintance 
with the visual form of the word. The ability to observe 
likenesses and differences in word forms is of great impor-
tance in learning to spell. 
In spelling, it is necessary to see the word in sufficient ' 
detail so as to reproduce the image correctly. Fernald2 
I ~omas George FOran. The Teaching of S§ell1Dgo I Cambridge, Massachusetts: Riverside Press, 1~13. p. 2. 
I 2Graee M. Fernald. Remedial Techni~es in Basic School 
subjects. New York and London: UcGrawll Book Company, 
194 • P• 181. 
uses an analogy to describe this process of learning. She 
contends that it is usually simple to recognize a person on 
second meeting, but that the difficulty arises when one is 
requested to describe such person in detail, afterwards. 
Learning to differentiate requires a discrimination of the 
individual parts of the word. 
According to Betts, 1 a pupil who. can scrutinize and 
discern the forms of words is a good observer because visual 
I 
· discrimination is based on trained observational skills. ~~ It is the Tidyman2 supposition that since visual 1 
;1 are in the majority, visual presentation should be the basic 
1! method. In order to be effective, the first drill words 
., 
II 
,. must be accompanied by a high degree of attention. 
I 
I 
1 Foran3 agrees with the Tidyman conviction because he 
I feels that spelling is fundamentally perceptual learning and 
' any method which emphasizes accuracy and quickens perception 
should prove advantageous. 
!Emmett Albert Betts. Foundations of Reading Instruc-
/ ~· New York: American Book Company, 1946. p. 351-352. 
1
1 ~'illard Tidyman. Teaching of SEelling. Yonkers, New 
York: World Book Company, 1922. . 
3Thoma~ George Foran. Psycholof~ and Teaching of 
I Spelling. Washington, D. c.: Catho ~c Education Press, 19 
P• 85. 
11 
I 
l . [J . 
Following the general idea of this hypothesis, Hornl 
I suggests that emphasis should be placed on this method of 
1 spelling because studies have shown that elementary school 
I 1
Children are predominantly visual and this presentation 
1! affords the best results. 
I 
I Corroborating this premise, Hildreth2 tells us that: 
"spelling can be learned without visual aid, but the visually 
normal person relies on all sensory impressions during the 
course of learning;" and then there is Durrell3 to remind us 
that: "Failure to remember the visual word form is the basic 
difficulty in English". 
Many approaches to visual perception have been used by 
educators, but by and large, the flash card method of pre-
sentation has been employed as one of the most adequate pro-
cedures to meet the needs of the individual or group. Hil-
dreth,4 in speaking of this practice as used in spelling, 
!Ernest Horn. "Principles of Method in Teaching Spell-
ing as Derived from Scientific Investigation." Eighteenth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part 2. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing 
Company, 1919. P• 65. 
2aertrude Hildreth. Learning the Three R's. 
Illinois: Educational Publications, Inc., 1936. 
Chicago, 
p. 201. 
3nonald D. Durrell. Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities. New York: World Book Company, 1940. p. 2'72. 
4 Hildreth, op. cit., p. '798. 
says: 
Flash cards surpass in popularity with young 
children almost any other forms of practice. The 
surprise and suspense elements and the quick move-
ment are the captivating factors. Flash card 
exercises are not only pleasing to children, but 
as a spelling device they are highly effective. 
The method capitalizes quick visualization, holds 
attention, and helps to isolate the words for 
study. The teacher can readily direct attention 
to word parts needing closer study. 
conducting an experiment in the comparison of the flash 
card method of teaching spelling versus the study type me-
thod, McCarthyl was able to find a significant difference in 
favor of children who had been taught by the former. 
Auditory Discrimination.-- The ability to distinguish 
likenesses and differences in sounds of words. 
The coordinating approach to spelling, the ability to 
distinguish likenesses and differences in sounds of words 
can also greatly affect a spelling program since auditory 
discrimination is a tool of the poor speller. 
In a study by McGovney, 2 she reports that poor spellers 
are distinctly inferior in giving sounds for letters and 
!Mary G. Mccarthy. '•comparison of the Flash Card Method 
of Teachinff Spelling with the Study-Test Method in Grades Two 
and Three. Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1942. 
2Margarita McGovney. "Spelling Deficiencies in Children 
of Superior General Ability. u Elementary English Review: 
?: 148; June 1930. 
l 
·-~. 
sounds for two-syllable phonetic words. 
Russelll has shown by a test to measure the distinguish-
1 ing between pairs of words of similar sounds, that poor 
spellers are inferior in auditory discrimination. 
The study by Spache2 served to re-emphasize the fact 
that poor spellers lacked both auditory discrimination and 
phonic skills and knowledges. 
Dolch3 says, 
A wrong sounding or wrong pronunciation is very 
likely to lead to wrong spelling. A right sound 
image or right pronunciation is, therefore, a first 
step in the study of any word with a view to pos-
sible later use of it in writing. 
Agreeing with Dolch, Betts4 feels that faulty pronuncia-
tion is responsible for misspelling by individuals. He 
asserts that only disappointment can ensue when a teacher 
attempts to teach a child to spell words which he cannot 
pronounce. 
lnavid H. Russell. "Characteristics of Good and Poor 
'Spellers." Teachers College, Contributions to Education, 
No. 727. New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1937. p. 83. 
2aeorge Spache. "characteristics of Good and Poor 
1 Spellers." Journal of Educational Research 40: 189; November 
I 1940. 
3Edward w. Dolch. Better Spelling. Champaign, Illinois: 
Garrard Press, 1942. P• 75. 
. ~mmett A· Betts. "Inter-relationship of Reading and 
! Spelling.u The Elementary English Review 23: 18; January 
1945. 
1;.-
v 
nurrell,l emphasizing the relationship between spelling 
4 
, and reading, feels that it is often desirable to teach word 
analysis in connection with spelling rather than in reading. 
In the Murphy2 study, it is suggested that training in 
auditory discrimination might contribute to the improvement 
of spelling. Murphy3 also found that children who have had 
specific auditory training achieved a higher learning rate. 
A set of exercises for improving auditory word percep-
tion in grade one, contributed in a study by Kennedy,4 also 
considers the ability to identify sound elements to be 
valuable in spelling. 
Much significant data is established through a later 
Murphy5 analysis which enumerates a relative order of diffi-
lnurrell, op. cit. 
2Helen A. Murphy. "construction and Evaluation of 
Exercises for Developing Auditory Discrimination in Beginnin 
Reading." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1940. 
3Helen A. Murphy. "Insuring Success in Beginning 
Reading." N. E. A. Journal, October 1946. p. 382-383. 
4E. E. Kennedy. "Exercises for Improving Auditory \!'lord 
Perception in Grade I. 11 Master's Service Paper, Boston 
University School of Education, 1945. 
5Helen A. Murphy. "An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on 
Beginning Reading." Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, 
Boston University School of Education, 1943. 
I 
l. 
culty after a diagnosis of test results in auditory discri-
mination. In this su~vey it was found that initial sounds 
are the easiest to learn, initial blends the next easiest~ 
followed by rhymes, and finally consonants, which are the 
most difficult. 
once this data was published to substantiate the pre-
sentation of an auditory program, and an order of difficulty 
was established, it would naturally lead into more related 
research in the same field, the establishing of a relative 
order of difficulty of the word elements for auditory dis-
crimination. This study was undertaken ~ Biggyl in ana-
lyzing the results of the Murphy2 test. It was found that: 
Initial consonants ranged themselves from 
g which is the simplest initial sound to learn to 
w which is most difficult, with 
r, h, s, p, j, n, t, 1, m, v 
arraying themselves in the intermediate order; and 
that after initial sounds come 
!virginia Biggy. "The Establishment of a Relative 
Order of Difficulty of Word Elements in Auditory Discrimina-
' tion." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School 
of Education, 1945. 
2Helen A· Murphy. "Group Test for Auditory Discrimina-
i tion. Unpublished Test, Boston Uni¥ersity, 1941. 
.-
\_, ~ 
Blends ranging from easiest to most difficult in 
this order: 
ch, sp, tr, st, sh 
In rhymes it was found that "ing" is the easiest 
to learn, while an, un, ana, at, follo·w in that 
order of difficulty. 
Final consonants fixed themselves into the following 
order of di ffi cul ty: 
y, s, t, k, 1, n, g, p, d. 
This study also showed that the relative order of diffi 
culty changed for the same letters when tested as initial 
1 and final sounds: 
Initial sounds: g, s, p, n, t, 1 
Final sounds: s, t, 1, n, g, p 
A similar study followed two years later conducted by 
Kelley.l This study was undertaken to further clarify and 
simplify the teaching and learning procedure in an auditory 
discrimination program by establishing a relative order of 
consonants and vowels, and of vowels themselves. Though 
some samplings of initial consonants and blends and some 
final consonant items were taken from the Murphy2 study, 
the test constructed by Kelley leaned heavily on vowel items. 
lHelen Irene Kelley. "Relative Difficulty of Auditory 
Perception of Word Elements." Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1948. 
2Murphy, op. cit. 
The final analysis of the test specified this order of diffi-
culty for vowels from easy to difficult. 
Initial short vowels: o, i, a, u, e 
Middle short vowels: o, a, e, i, u 
Middle long vowels: e, a, u, o, i 
It was also concluded from this study that: 
1. v'fuen the short sound of the vowels are tested as 
beginning sounds against the same vowels or against conson-
ants, they are not more difficult to discriminate than many 
of the consonants and blends. 
2. Vlhen the short vowel sounds are tested against dif-
ferent vowel sounds, they are much more difficult to dis-
criminate. 
3. Short sounds of vowels in the middle of a word are 
more difficult to hear than consonants as beginning sounds. 
4. Long sounds of vowels in the middle of a word are 
! mor e difficult to hear than consonants as beginning sounds, 
I 
1 with the exception of the vowel e. 
An analysis of ten items Kelleyl used from the Murphy2 
1 test showed a varying order of difficulty from that of the 
1Kelley, op. cit. 
2Murphy, op. cit. 
• ! 
--- "' f 
Biggyl study. The order of difficulty resolved from easy to 
difficult :· in this manner: 
Initial consonants: r, n, m, h, g, 1 
Initial blends: sh, sp, st, tr, ch 
Rhymes: un, and, an 
Final consonants: g, 1, s, n, d 
To correlate and to establish an order of difficulty of 
word elements in auditory discrimination, and to evaluate 
the results in the light of the Murphy,l the Biggy,2 and 
' Kelley3 studies, Fahy4 formulated a study where the data was 
examined to ascertain: 
1. Relative order of difficulty of consonants and 
vowels. 
2. Differences in order of difficulty before and after 
teaching. 
3. Differences between orders of difficulty as listed 
1 in the three aforementioned studies. 
jl !Murphy, ibid. 
I 
2Biggy, ibid. 
3Kelley, ibid. 
4Anne Fahy. "Evaluation of Ear Training in Reading in 
Grade One." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1949. 
The implications after a carefully executed plan of 
study showed that: 
1. There is apparently no set order of difficulty of 
word elements which remai:ns; constant in every situation. 
2. Position in terms of difficulty before teaching 
apparently do not affect the learning. 
3. In general, VOVIIels are more difficult to learn than 
consonants, short vowels being the most difficult, but that 
great gains are reported after meaningful instruction. 
- .hi 
~ Meaning~ Analysis.-- The process of analyzing 
1 the likenesses and differences among words both as to meani 
and form. 
Learning to spell, according to Gates1 is an individual 
project. No one can be proficient without first being taught 
how to proceed. A variety of contributory abilities enters 
into the learning process. 
A child can only start when he has acquired a wealth 
of meaning because in spelling he must recognize the word as 
well as reproduce the image. Word enrichment and word mean-
ing enlarge the scope of learning and clarify the word con-
cepts. 
In several experiments conducted by Hollingworth,2 
Reed,3 and Russell,4 the correlation between meaning and 
1 A· I. Gates. "The Psychology of Reading and Spelling.'' 
1 Teachers College, Contributions to Education, No. l29. 
New York : Teachers College, Columbia University, 1922. p. 7~ 
2Leta s. Hollinwworth. ''The Psychology of Special Dis-
ability in Spelling.' Teachers College, Contributions to 
Education, No. 88. New York: Teachers College, Columbia 
Un iversity, 1918. P• 57. 
3 H. B. Reed. 
jects. New York: 
Psychology of the Elementary School Sub-
Ginn and Company, 1922. P• 215-216. 
4navid Russell. "spelling Ability in Relation to 
Reading and Vocabulary Achievements." Element 
Review 23: 32-37; January 1946. ----~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
spelling were high enough to validate the supposition that 
spelling words supplemented by enriched meaning resulted in 
higher written test results, and in better retention of 
material presented. 
According to Pennell and Cusack,l phonetics has been a 
very debatable topic for a long time, yet phonetics, besides 
placing emphasis on meaning, may be applied to break down and 
s~1plify word forms. It is, therefore, natural to assume 
that this type of analysis, which for a long time has been 
relegated to the background, is gTadually emerging as a 
force in teaching a Language Arts program. 
Research studies have done much to re-emphasize and re-
stimulate interest in this area. 
Kantner and West2 propose the teaching of phonetics at 
grade one level providing the conditions set up are ideally 
suited to the need. If such training can accompany reading, 
j writing, and spelling, all in the language arts, some of the 
I confusions between spelling and pronunciation could be 
avoided. 
lMary E. Pennell and Alice M. Cusack. The Teaching of 
1 Reading for Better Living • . Boston: Houghton ~ifflin, 1935. 
P• 205-6. 
2claude E. Kantner and Robert West. Phonetics. New 
1 York: Harper and Brothers, 1941. P• 336. 
I 
I 
I 
--
smithl believes that at the mental age of seven, a child 
has achieved adequate maturation to attacK formal phonics. 
Naturally, for most children this a@B would be reached at 
second grade level. 
Gates2 advances the theory that the normal child learns 
most effectively if he can utilize both phonetics and visual 
clues. 
It is Kirk3 who advises the moderate use of phonetics 
after the child has mastered a vocabulary of between 50 and 
100 words; he also recommends that some words be presented 
as sight words because of the non-phonetic elements in our 
language. However, Geogal 1 s 4 argument against this approach 
is that only eighty-four per cent of our language is phone-
tic. To substantiate this further, Durrell5 contends that 
if a child has difficulty in recognizing individual letters, 
lNila Banton Smith. 
Journal, November 1946. 
'tv.That About Phonics? u 
p. 486-487. 
N. E. A. 
2Arthur I. Gates. "Basal Techniques in Teaching 
Phonetics." Teacher 1 s Service Bullet in in Reading, No. 9, 
Vol. 7. New York: Macmillan Company, May l946. 
3samuel A. Kirk. 
Children. New York: 
p. 112. 
Teaching Reading to Slow Learning 
Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1940. 
4B. s. Geogal. nconstruction and Evaluation of a Phonic 
Program that Vlill Promote Indepem ence." Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1946. 
5 Durrell, op. cit., P• 271. 
.. ~ j: .. 
he is apt to confuse words in which these letters appear. He 
warns that words must be remembered as visual wholes and that 
sounding cannot always be depended on. 
Yet Durre111 considers that in spelling, it is valuable 
to be able to identify sound elements since it enables the 
child not only to write the letters from the sound of the 
word, but also to observe whether he is omitting or adding 
sounds which are essential. Many children are not at all 
cognizant of the phonetic structure o:f words and many may 
never have apprehended that the word contains sounds. Thus, 
many failures in children's spelling seem:k to be due to the i r 
inability to recognize sounds within words. 
Conducting a study of transfer obtained through various 
media, Keyser2 showed conclusively that word analysis was 
superior to all other methods presented. 
In a report on the teaching of spelling, Hobson3 found 
that in the high ranking classes where much success was 
experienced, phonics and phonetic development played an im-
portant part in the presentation of subject matter. 
lnurrell, op. cit., p. 205. 
2Margaret L. Keyser. "Incidental Learning of Spelling 
Through Four Types of Word Presentation in Reading." Unpub-
lished Ed.D. Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 
1943. 
3James R. Hobson. A Report on the Teaching of Spelling 
in Grades 2-4 in Brookline in 1947. Brookline, Massachusetts 
Public Schools of Brookline, 1947. 
This research tends to show that visual discrimination, 
auditory discrimination, and word analysis are necessary 
factors in a well organized spelling program and that these 
determinants can easily affect the achievement of the group . 
!/ It is, therefore, the purpose of this study to develop a well 
j planned phonetic program incorporating all the valuable re-
search data found to date and to ascertain how this meaning-
ful phonetic program can affect spelling achievement. 
l) 
. ' 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
According to Zyve,l two distinct problems are involved 
in the study of the mastery of spelling, the choice of words 
to be taught and the method of teaching and learning after 
the selection. Since evaluation of any program is imperative 
to the needs of the group for diagnostic and achievement 
purposes, the writer feels that in the analysis of this pro-
gram, evaluation of the program must assume the s~ae impor-
tance as choice of words and method of teaching. In consi-
deration of these factors and in order to facilitate and 
elucidate the study, three areas were selected upon which 
the emphasis of the program would be laid: 
1. categorization of the choice of words. 
2. Presentation of meaningful exercises in visual 
and auditory discrimination to clarify words 
and meanings. 
3. Evaluation of the program after it had been 
taught. 
lclaire Turner 
Methods." Teachers 
No. 466. New York: 
1937. P• 1. 
Zyve. "Experimental Study of Spelling 
College, Contributions to Education, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 
It has already been stated in the Introduction that this 
study is concerned with an evaluation or a planned phonetic 
program on the formal introduction to spelling in grade two. 
With this purpose in mind, a review of research in the 
area of auditory and visual perception of word elements and 
their relative order or dirficulty was made. This research 
was used to determine the order or teaching of the various 
word elements. Since it was found that vowels are most dif-
ficult to learn, it was resolved that the data supplied in 
the Kelleyl study could be utilized to set the pattern for 
the study or vowels in conjunction with spelling, while the 
study of consonants, blends, rhymes, and endings could be 
li arrived at arbitrarily at the discretion of the writer. 
Selection of the Populati~n.-- One second grade in a 
school in the residential area was used for this study. 
There were thirty-one children employed in this analysis. 
c·onstruction of ~ Program.-- This study covered a 
I 
j 
I :::::·a:fi::::::v:e:::::~v:: :i:::~o~:fa::::o::n:::o::mina-
1 tion plus word analysis and meaning was utilized. The time 
I allotted to spelling was twenty minutes on Monday, ten minute 
1 Kelley, op. cit. 
on Tuesday, Vlednesday, and Thursday, and fifteen minutes on 
Friday. Though the lessons themselves followed the curricula 
needs, they were supplemented by the basic phonic teaching 
which preceded the reading period and enriched this program. 
selection of Material . -- The spelling words to be 
taught comprised the entire list of second grade words as 
prescribed in the Horn-Asbaughl text. An order of difficulty 
for teaching the spelling words was arrived at through the 
discrimination of the writer. This was accomplished by 
1 itemizing the complete list of second grade words and through 
careful sifting, categorizing them into various sound ele-
ments meaningful to the child and completely in accord with 
the research done by Kelley. 2 Using as muCh research as 
could be discovered in this area to ascertain the logical 
steps for teaching, plus the writer ' s experience in a class -
room, it was determined that the approach Should follow this 
plan: 
1. Teaching phonetic spelling words containing: 
a. long sounds of vowels at end of word. 
b. long sounds of vowels in the middl e of 
the word and ranging in the following 
order from easy to difficult 
e a u o i 
lErnest Horn and Ernest J. Asbaugh . Progress in Spell-
Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Company , 1935 . 
c. the short sound of vowels at the be-
ginning of the word, ranging in the 
following order from easy to difficult: 
o i a u e 
d. the short sound of vowels in the middle 
of the word, ranging from easy to diffi-
cult in this order: 
o a e i u 
2. Non-Phonetic words. 
a. often confused 
b. with same beginning consonants 
c. with same rhyming ending 
3. Phonetic and non-phonetic words. 
a. with same beginning blends 
4. Phonetic and non-phonetic words. 
a. with same central dip thongs 
Since it would consume a complete year's study for this 
entire area of words to be mastered, it was recommended for 
the purpose of this study Section 1 (a, b, c, and vowels o, 
a and e of d) of the above outline should be undertaken and 
the resultant effects of this program evaluated. 
....... •. 
(;.. · :-_, 
approaches to word analysis. 
A unit of not less than eight new words and not more 
than twelve new words was taught each Monday. A unit was 
presented through flash cards accompanied by a comprehensive 
discussion of meaning and an analysis of word elements. This 
i was carefully followed by matching the flash cards to a list 
1
1 of the same words on the blackboard which were later erased 
a.s children said and spelled them using knowledge previously 
gained in the lesson. A pre-test followed, administered by 
the teacher who first pronounced the word, used it in con-
text, repeated it again, and then asked the children to write 
.1 what they had heard. 
, Each child then marked his own paper using the flash 
criteria for correction. A check was used to II cards as 
I 
designate a correct word, a.n (x), which the children referred 
to a.s a. promise, was placed beside a word which needed to be 
relearned and rewritten. After the spelling was corrected, 
lHo~n-Asbaugh, op. cit. 
the children made their own flash cards (2" X 3'') of the 
week's work. The flash cards were used in partnership spell-
ing and for pupil-pupil participation in teacher-pupil effort 
The second lesson was devoted to auditory discrimination 
of words with close Check on difficult word elements followed 
by a work sheet or blackboard check. After a visual dis-
crimination sheet was presented on Wednesday, a pre-test was 
again administered to determine the individual needs of the 
group. On Thursday, vmile a review sheet of word analysis 
was bei ng utilized by some children with the help of the 
teacher, other children Who did not need spelling help were 
assisting those who needed more individualized spelling re-
view with the aid of their own flash cards and work sheets. 
Friday, the day of testing was designated "Dictation Day" . 
Tests came first as dictated hectograph sheets in which 
children had to insert only the spelling word used in the 
sentence; later as simple, timed dictation (in which the 
teacher gave a sentence containing several spelling words, 
had children repeat sentence, had individuals repeat sentenc 
reiterated the sentence, after which children wrote it) to 
give meaning to isolated words. The spelling words were 
underlined as the teacher restated the words . 
Since the spelling list, revised and arbitrarily re-
classified from the original list compiled by Horn-Asbaughl 
1Horn-Asbaugh, op. cit. 
was used exclusively in this study, it is relative to this 
study to print the list in the same units as was presented 
to the children • . 
I 
If 
The Study List 
Week I 
Introduction to units of 
work through emphasis on 
long vowels. 
vowel Family 
Week II 
he 
she 
we 
be 
eat 
each 
teacher 
read 
please 
1.'11eek III 
name 
came 
same 
make 
take 
cake 
save 
gave 
week IV 
Review 
save 
gave 
New 
face 
place 
made 
grade 
ate 
table 
(.- · ::~:-
Week V 
Review 
made 
grade 
ate 
table 
New 
say 
day 
pay 
way 
away 
today 
stay 
Week VI 
Review 
grade 
table 
New 
play 
playing 
baby 
paper 
mailman 
rain 
train 
Week VII 
so 
no 
go 
ago 
going 
old 
told 
cold home 
sold rope 
Week VIII 
over 
open 
only 
pony 
.Qoat 
'boat 
most 
goes 
grocer 
roll 
Week ·IX 
Review 
over 
9nly 
go~s 
most 
groc:er 
New 
like 
nice 
time 
tine 
ride 
f'ive 
f'ire 
Week X 
Review 
fine 
f'ire 
f'ine 
New 
dime 
white 
I 
write 
pie 
kind 
I night 
I 
I 
I 
_,-
Week XI 
on 
is 
it 
am 
an 
as 
ask 
after 
apple 
Week XII 
Review 
ask 
atter 
apple 
lfew . 
up 
us 
end 
eggs 
ever 
every 
Week XIII 
top 
shop 
stop 
long 
song 
box 
pond 
dog 
gone 
I 1 
l-· :.. 
--
-.. ) 
u 
Week XIV Week XVII 
can red 
ran bed 
man sled 
pan 
hen 
has ten 
then 
had when 
bad 
g lad end 
I send I 
I cat head 
I hat 
I fat Week XVIII ~~ that fell 
. Week XV well 
sell 
fast tell 
last spell 
cap yellow 
bag 
back yes 
black nest 
thank best 
hands 
flag cent 
sent 
week XVI went 
candy Week XIX 
happy 
rabbit them 
glass left 
have letter 
dress 
pet kitten 
met help 
let open 
wet 
get 
very 
yet 
market 
Testing.-- At the beginning of the study, the group was 
given the Stanford Achievement Testl in spelling from second 
grade through fourth grade level. The tests were analyzed 
for 
1. Scores based on Stanford Achievement Test for 
60 words. 
2. Percentage of Error for Misspelled \J\fords in 
Stanford Achievement Test. 
3. Percentage of Error for Phonetic Elements in 
words in Stanford Achievement Test. 
4. Scores based on twenty-five phonetic words 
taken from Stanford Achievement Test. 
After the study had be en completed, the Stanford Achi 
ment Test in spelling was administered again and analyzed in 
the same manner as above for the same factors involved. 
Data was also secured through the informal test. The 
word list consisting of twenty-five words vvas chosen from 
the Stanford Achievement Test list but consisted of phonetic 
words and measured only ability to use word analysis . 
An informal spelling test which chose ·at random thirty 
spelling words derived from the Horn-Asbaugh List2 was also 
!Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
New York, 1940. 
2 Horn-Asbaugh, op. cit. 
1 administered to provide further statistics of growth in 
spelling phonetic words. 
At this time, the Pintner-Durost Intelligence Test,l 
Form A was given to the children as well as the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test,2 Primary II Battery, Form s. 
To further clarify the study, the Nason Auditory Test 
was administered in order to determine the correlation be-
tween auditory scores and spelling achievement and the mental 
ages were analyzed for mean differences between quartiles to 
ascertain the effect of· mental age on spelling achievement. 
Additional information as to -chronological ages was 
obtai ned from the school records. 
All tests were checked and analyzed first by the Boston 
University student teacher, and secondly re-checked, itemized 
and statistically recorded by the writer. 
lpublished by Educational Test Bureau, Minneapolis. 
2 Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The purpose of this study was: 
1. To develop a well-planned phonetic program 
incorporating all the valuable research 
data found to date. 
2. To evaluate the program in terms of the 
effect on spelling achievement. 
The teaching procedure in this experiment included a 
five-fold program of presentation, auditory and visual dis-
crimination, word analysis and meaning, and finally, testing. 
The study list taken from the Horn-Asbaughl spelling list, 
grade two, formed the basic pro~·am for this investigation. 
The tests administered at the beginning and conclusion 
were also analyzed in detail for purposes sought for in this 
study. 
Table I was incorporated to present an overall view of' 
the chronological and mental ages of the thirty-one cases 
involved in this work. 
IHorn-Asbaugh, op. cit. 
No. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGE AND IviENTAL AGE 
OF THIRTY-ONE SECOND GRADE PUPILS 
of Cases Mean C.A . S.D. :Mean M.A. S.D. 
31 7 yrs.-8 mos. 4.365 8 yrs. -7 mos. 9.574 
A comparison of the mean chronological and mental ages 
would tend to indicate that the population used in this ex-
periment is better than the average and shows a greater 
learning potential as indicated by higher mental age. 
' L 
I . 
TABLE II 
RANGE OF SCORES FOR STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT SPELLING 
TEST ADMINISTERED TO GRADE TWO IN SEPTEMBER 
Scores 
44 - 46 
41 - 43 
38 - 40 
35 - 3'7 
32 - 34 
29 - 31 
26 - 28 
23 - 25 
20 - 22 
1"7 - 19 
14 - 16 
11 - 13 
8 - 10 
5 - ., 
2 - 4 
Mean score 
Standard deviation 
Frequency 
1 
0 
0 
1 
3 
0 
0 
2 
1 
5 
2 
4 
4 
6 
2 
15.96 
10.59 
A study of Table II denotes a wide · ~:~pread in terms of 
spelling though the greater number of cases falls below a 
score of 19. 
r. 
... : t'-
' 
The mean score of 15.96 is low in comparison to the 
total possible score which was 60. As the table shows, no 
child made a score above 46 and only two cases came above 
35 while 8 scores fell below 5. 
~ ~ 
~ L 
TABLE III 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE WORDS INCORPORATED 
IN THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT SPELLING -TEST 
SEPTEMBER - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Word Percenta e of Error 
1. p~pose 1.oo 
2. special 1.oo 
3. certain 1.00 
4. largely 1.oo 
5. corrected 1.oo 
6. ankles 1.oo 
7. notion 1.00 
a. queer 1.00 
-g. counting 1.oo 
10. does 1.oo 
11. s~rawberries .97 
12. cherries .9'7 
13.- skirt .9'7 
14. stories .9'1 
15. stUdies .94 
16. smooth .94 
17. hundred .94 
18. summer .94 
19. broke .93 
20. used .93 
21. around .93 
22. af'ltaid .90 
23. rainy .87 
24. visiting .87 
25. wagon .87 
26. winter .87 
27. fare .8'1 
28. boxes .84 
29. ' some .84 
30. east .81 
.- ., 
- ,._ 
TABLE III (continued) 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE VWORDS INCORPORATED 
IN THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT SPELLING TEST 
SEPTEMBER - BASED ON THIRTY -ONE CASES 
Vford 
31. gate 
32. think 
33. life 
34. song 
35. sold 
36. keep 
3'7. shed 
38. step 
39. win 
40. been 
41. very 
42. pull 
43. girl 
44. said 
45. funny 
46. blow 
47. drop 
48. seed 
49. old 
50. seen 
51. fun 
52. door 
53. my 
54. table 
55. this 
56. ten 
5'7. it 
58. and 
59. book 
60. read 
Percenta e of Error 
.81 
.77 
.7'7 
.'74 
.74 
.74 
.'74 
.'71 
.71 
.68 
.68 
.65 
.65 
.61 
.58 
.58 
.55 
.52 
.48 
.45 
.42 
.39 
.39 
.39 
.36 
.27 
.16 
.13 
.13 
.1o 
In the above table, each word is listed with the per-
centage of error calculated on the basis of the thirty-one 
cases utilized in the study. It designates the high per-
centage of error for most of the words tested and indicates 
• • I 1 
that nine words were completely misspelled by the entire 
number of cases, that twenty-two words had 90 per cent of 
, error or more, while only four words, it, and, bodl,c, and 
read fell below 25 per cent. 
TABLE TV 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE PHONETIC ELEMENTS 
INCORPORATED IN THE WORDS OF THE STANFORD ACHIEVE1ffiNT 
SPELLING TEST - SEPTEMBER - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Table 4A. Phonetic Elements Percentage of Error 
Long Vowels 
Table 4B. 
Table 4C. 
0 
i 
e 
u 
a 
Short Vowels 
e 
i 
u 
0 
a 
Beginning 
Consonants 
c 
w 
k 
h 
d 
g 
f 
1 
v 
s 
m 
n 
p 
b 
r 
t 
.94 
.74 
.65 
.65 
.58 
.74 
.71 
.68 
.55 
.52 
.65 
.52 
.48 
.42 
.39 
.39 
.36 
.32 
.32 
.29 
.23 
.23 
.23 
.19 
.10 
.06 
~.. '· 
. _ I!;... 
TABLE IV (continued) 
PERCENTAGE OP ERROR FOR THE PHONETIC ELEMENTS 
INCORPORATE!> IN THE WORDS OF THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT 
SPELLING TEST - SEPTEMBER - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Table 4D. 
Table 4E. 
Table 4F. 
Table 4G. 
Phonetic Elements Percentage of Error 
Ending 
Consonants 
1 
d 
n 
k 
y as e 
r 
s 
p 
t 
g 
y as i 
Beginning Blends 
sk 
sh 
sm 
sp 
st 
br 
th 
ch 
dr 
bl 
Ending Blends 
th 
st 
Endings 
ing 
.84 
.7'7 
.'71 
.68 
.65 
.61 
.61 
.55 
.48 
.39 
.39 
.'74 
.61 
~61 
.55 
.52 
.48 
.48 
.45 
.42 
.32 
.68 
.55 
.55 
Because this experiment is designed to ascertain the 
transfer from phonetics to spelling, all phonetic elements 
were isolated in order to procure an insight into the carry-
over from phonics to spelling as well as to determine which 
phonetic elements presented the greatest amount of difficul 
The above tables give the percentage of error for each 
of the phonetic elements found in the words tested in the 
1 stanford Achievement Spelling Test. 
An analysis of Tables 4 A and B reveals that the per-
centage of error for long vowels and short vowels does not 
fall bel ow 52 per cent, which is indicative of a high amount 
of error. 
Beginning consonants arrange themselves in a wide, yet 
lower percentage of error than do either vowels or ending 
consonants. 
Eight of the eleven ending consonants range themselves 
1 above the 50 per cent point of error while only three, t, g, 
and y as i fall within an eleven point range below 50 per 
cent of error. This is indicative to the writer because it 
' purports that much teaching will have to be done in this 
area to achieve suitable gains. 
The initial blends in Table 4E ranged themselves with 
sk which had the greatest per cent of error to bl with the 
smallest per cent of error. Sk, sh, and sm had a percentage 
L·. 
- ---
of error over 60, while only one blend, bl, had a percentage 
of error under 35. The Qlends sp, st, br, th, Ch, and dr 
varied in difficulty from 55 per cent of error to 42 per cent 
of error. 
Of the two final blends there was a thirteen point 
difference between th which was the more difficult with 68 
per cent of error to st with a percentage of error of 55 . 
Significantly enough, the range and percentage of error was 
very similar to that prevailing :for the final consonants. 
Only one ending appeared as part of this survey, ing. 
The percentage of error would place this ending above the 
50 per cent point in degree of difficulty. 
TABLE V 
RANGE OF SCORES ON TWENTY-FIVE PHONETIC WORDS 
INCLUDED IN TH'.r3: STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT SPELLING TEST -
SEPTEMBER - BASED ON THIRTY -ONE CASES 
Scores Frequenc 
24 1 
21 2 
20 1 
18 1 
15 1 
14 1 
12 3 
10 3 
9 2 
8 5 
'7 1 
6 2 
5 4 
4 2 
3 1 
1 1 
Mean of Scores 9 . 93 
Standard Deviation 5.'74 
( . : 
- ..._ 
Twenty-five phonetic words were isolated and scores for 
each of the thirty-one cases were computed. The range ex-
tends from 1 to 24 words out of the pos·sible 25 included in 
the test. 
The distribution is fairly even throughout, yet the 
mean score of 9.93 testified to the fact that the greater 
number of cases cluster at a point less than one-half of the 
total possible score. 
The foregoing tables indicate a normal chronological 
age for the group tested and high mental ages to provide 
potentiality for growth. An examination of the results of 
the spelling test administered in September shows mediocre 
performance with very little application to spelling or 
phonetic training which accompanies the reading . 
In the period from September to February, the program 
des·cribed in the preceding chapter was put into daily prac-
tice . The following tables show the results of tests ad-
ministered after teaching. 
TABLE VI 
RANGE OF SCORES FOR STANFORD ACHIEVE~~NT SPELLING TEST 
ADMINISTERED TO GRADE TWO IN FEBRUARY 
Scores Fre uenc:c;r 
56 - 58 1 
53 
- 55 2 
50 - 52 3 
4'7 - 49 5 
44 - 46 3 
41 - 43 2 
38 
- 40 2 
35 
- 3'7 2 
32 
- 34 1 
29 - 31 4 
26 - 28 3 
23 
- 25 1 
20 - 22 2 
Mean Score 39.5'7 
Standard Deviation 10.4'7 
An examination of Table VI shows a mean score of 39.5'7 
on the Stanford Achievement Test as administered in February 
in comparison to a mean score of 15.96 on the same test be-
fore teaching. 
It is evident from a perL1sal of this data that the 
scores, though still covering a wide range, have risen to 
within two points of the total possible score of 60 and that 
the lowest score is not almost complete failure, but signi-
ficantly above the mean score of the test administered in 
September. 
As evidenced by the results of this table, twenty cases 
made a score above thirty-five, while none fell below a score 
of twenty. 
(· 
TABLE VII 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE WORDS INCORPORATED 
IN THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT SPELLING TEST 
-FEBRUARY - BASED ON THIRTY -ONE CASES 
Word Percenta e of Error 
1. certain .97 
2. purpose .9'7 
3. corrected .94 
4. special .94 
5. largely .90 
6. ankles .84 
7. strawberries .84 
8. fare .77 
9. queer .71 
10. afraid .68 
11. does .68 
12. notion .65 
13. cherries .61 
14. skirt .58 
15. studies . 58 
16. broke .55 
1'7. smooth .55 
18. hundred .52 
19. used .52 
20. boxes .48 
21. been .42 
22. counting .42 
23. stories .42 
24. around .39 
25. some .39 
26. said .36 
27. pull .32 
28. shed .32 
29. gate .29 
30. girl .26 
TABLE VII (continued) 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE WORDS INCORPORATED 
IN THE STANFORD AGHIEVEbffiNT SPELLING TEST -
FEBRUARY - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE GASES 
Word Percenta e of Error 
31. step .26 
32. table .26 
33. rainy .23 
34. winter .23 
35. keep .19 
36. seen .19 
37. surmner .19 
38. east .13 
39. life .13 
40. read .13 
41. blow .10 
42. funny .10 
43. think .10 
44. drop .06 
45. song .06 
46. visiting .06 
47. wagon .06 
48. win .06 
49. book .03 
50. door .03 
51. sold .03 
52. very .03 
53. and .oo 
54. fun .oo 
55. it .oo 
56. my .oo 
57. old .oo 
58. seed .oo 
59. ten .oo 
60. this .oo 
A most striking change may be observed by studying the 
data in Table VII as compared with Table III. Listed with 
the percentage of error calculated on the basis of the 
thirty-one cases utilized in this experiment, this table 
points out that despite the fairly high degree of error which 
is prevalent with a wide range of distribution, that the per-
centage of error has nevertheless diminished for most words 
with twenty-eight having a percentage of error below 25 per 
cent and falling into this 25 per cent, eight words which 
contain no error at all. 
Only five words as compared to twenty-two have 90 per 
cent error or more. 1Hagon and visitin_g, which in September 
placed themselves at a percentage of error of 87, have been 
reduced to 6 per cent of error in the February test. The 
word ~, which in September showed a percentage of error 
of 10 per cent or the least amount of error, has not remained 
static but has fluctuated and the percentage of error for 
this word in February is 13 per cent, while the word seed 
decreased in error from 52 per cent to 0 per cent. 
TABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE PHONETIC ELE1ffiNTS 
INCORPORATED IN THE v!lfORDS OF THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT 
SPELLING TEST - FEBRUARY - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Phonetic Elements Percenta e of Error 
Table SA. Long Vowels 
0 
a 
u 
e 
i 
.48 
.29 
.23 
.13 
.13 
The relative order of difficulty has changed for the 
long middle vowels with only the vowel o remaining in its 
same numerical position. The vowel which has shown greatest 
improvement is the vowel i with a gain of 61 per cent. 
Though the increase in difficulty charts a gradual incline, 
the percentage of error is approximately half as great in 
each of the other cases. 
TABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE PHONETIC ELEMENTS 
INCORPORATED IN THE WORDS OF THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT 
SPELLING TEST - FEBRUARY - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Table SB. 
Phonetic Elements 
Short Vowels 
e 
u 
0 
i 
a 
Percenta e of Error 
.29 
.29 
.10 
.03 
.oo 
Though the order of difficulty remains constant for 
short vowels e and a, u, o, and i have changed numerical 
positions. Vowel u has risen to second position in diffi-
culty; i has changed places with o and o has raised itself 
into third place. 
Vowel u has shown a smaller decrease in percentage of 
error from September to February than any of the other short 
vowels with the greatest amount of improvement shown in 
vowel i. 
The improvement is quite marked with gains as high as 
50 per cent or better from September to February in the per-
centage of error for short vowels, which indicates that 
emphasis in teaching causes positive reaction on part of 
children. 
Boston GniT~r~ itj 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE PHOtffiTIC ELEMENTS 
INCORPORATED IN THE ~ORDS OF THE STANFORD ACHI1~EMENT 
SPELLING TEST - FEBRUARY - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Phonetic Elements Percenta e of Error 
Table 8C. Beginning 
Consonants 
c .26 
f .o3 
k .03 
h .o3 
w .co 
d .co 
g .co 
1 .co 
v .oo 
s .oo 
m .co 
n .co 
p .co 
b .co 
r .co 
t .co 
There is very slight change in the order of difficulty 
for beginning consonant elements. 
In September and in February, c is the most difficult to 
discriminate, while t remains the easiest. W has decreased 
its percentage of error from 52 per cent to 0 per cent. F, 
k, and h show a very small percentage of error in Febr uary 
but remain in almost the same numerical positions. There is 
no percentage of error for w, d, g, 1, v, s, m, n, p, b, r, 
t though all show a gradual gain over the September test. 
The range of error has been decreased to a marked degree 
from September to February and on close exrunination, the 
letters reveal a differential of 26 points in February as 
compared with a differential of 59 points in September. 
TABLE VITI (continued) 
PERCENTAGE OP ERROR FOR THE PHONETIC ELEMENTS 
INCORPORATED IN THE 1MORDS OF THE STANFORD ACHIEVE~/i:ENT 
SPELLING TEST - FEBRUARY - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Phonetic Elements 
Table 8D. Ending 
Consonants 
s 
1 
p 
k 
t 
y as e 
d 
g 
n 
r 
y as i 
Percenta e of Error 
.26 
.13 
.06 
.06 
.06 
.03 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
The order of difficulty of final consonants differs 
more widely than did the order for initial consonants. 
Although s was sixth in position of difficulty in 
September, it moved to first position of difficulty in 
February with a percentage of error of 26 per cent. L which 
was the first in order of difficulty has pushed down to 
position two with a decrease in percentage of error of 71 
per cent. The letters p, k, and t have made excellent gains 
L .. ·• 
'L ·._ 
while d, g , n, and r show no percentage of error whatsoever. 
It is significant to note that the letter y with 65 per 
cent of error for y as e and 39 per cent of error for y as i, 
responded to teaching and reached a 3 per cent of error for 
the y as e and a 0 per cent of error for y as i. 
After· teaching initial and ending consonants, greater 
gains can be attributed to the teaching of final consonants 
than to the former whiCh leads to the inference that letters, 
which were most difficult to hear, can be mastered to the 
same highly successful degree as the easier letters. 
TABLE VIII (continued ) 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE PHONETIC ELE1m1~S 
INCORPORATED IN THE WORDS OF THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT 
SPELLING TEST - FEBRUARY - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Phonetic Elements 
Table 8E. Beginning Blends 
sk 
sh 
dr 
sp 
br 
ch 
sm 
st 
bl 
th 
Percenta e of Error 
.13 
.13 
.13 
.13 
.10 
.10 
.06 
.06 
.oo 
.oo 
Sk and sh maintained the same numerical order of diffi-
culty in September and in February although the percentage 
of error has been greatly reduced after teaching . 
l. 
f 
The blend th which resulted in 48 per cent of error in Sep-
tember has been mastered completely and shows 0 per cent of 
error in February. 
\Vhile in the initial test there was a range of 52 points 
in per cent of error, the final results show a range of' only 
13 points . 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR THE PH01~TIC ELEMENTS 
INCORPORATED IN THE Vi ORDS OF THE STANFORD ACHIEVEIYIENT 
SPELLING TEST - FEBRUA.BY - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Phone t ic El erne nt s 
Table SF. Endin£ Blends 
th 
st 
Percenta e of Error 
.13 
.13 
Both ending blends th and st responded well to teaching 
with the greater gain made by th which reduced its per cent 
of error from 68 in September to 13 in February. However, it 
is well to record that st also showed a gain in . percentage of 
error of 42 per cent or slightly less than 50 per cent. 
Table oo. 
Phonetic Elements 
Endings 
ing 
P'ercenta e of Error 
.oo 
The rhyme ing tested in September had a percentage of 
error of 55 per cent while in February the percentage of 
; __ .· 
c t.· 
error had been reduced to a point of minimum, zero per cent. 
TABLE IX 
RANGE OF SCORES ON T\~NTY-FIVE PHONETIC WORDS 
INCLUDED IN THE STANFORD ACHIEVEM~NT 
SPELLING TEST - FEBRUARY - BASED ON THIRTY-ONE CASES 
Scores Frequenc 
25 18 
24 4 
23 3 
22 2 
21 1 
20 2 
1'7 1 
Mean Score 23.00 
Standard Deviation 2.10 
Out of the possible 25 points whi ch could be secured on 
this test, it is evident by observation of Table IX that 
eighteen cases resulved themselves into this highest level 
of achievement. 
The close range of 8 points would tend to explain that 
after teaching, the auditory and visual senses were so much 
improved that differentiation of sounds were easily effected 
by the cases involved. 
From the mean score of 23.00 it can be ascertained that 
twenty-five cases collected within 2 points of the possible 
total score, while only six cases dropped below the mean of 
23.00. 
As compared with the same test in September there was 
not one case that achieved below the September mean of 9.93. 
on the contrary, the lowest score in February fell at a point 
which appears to be higher by 7 degrees , indicating that the 
emphasis on phonetic training must have made possible the 
learning desired. 
TABLE X 
RANGE OF SCORES FOR THIRTY PHONETIC WORDS CHOSEN AT 
RANDOM FROM HORN-ASBAUGH SPELLING LIST - FEBRUARY -
BASED ON THIRTY- ONE CASES 
Score Frequenc 
30 17 
29 4 
28 3 
27 2 
24 1 
23 1 
21 1 
20 1 
16 1 
Mean Score 28 . 00 
Standard Deviation 3.46 
Of the thirty words tested, all but five cases did 
better than 27 words and not one score dropped below 16. As 
can also be noted, the range of the scores is not too wide; 
twenty-four cases fell at or above the mean score of 28.00 • . 
Using the data from Tables II and VI and Tables V and 
IX, means and standard deviations were procured to show r ange 
of scores for the Stanford Spelling Achievement Test and also 
for the phonetic words included in this test. 
The critical ratio 2.576 was selected as a criterion of 
significance since it is attested to and supported py 
statisticians including Mills, l who states that: 
If a given difference between hypothetical 
and observed values would occur as a result of 
chance one time out of one hundred, or less fre-
quently, we may say that the difference is sig-
nificant. This means that the results are not 
consistent with the hypothesis we have set up. 
If the discrepancy between theory and observation 
might occur more frequently than one time out of 
one hundred solely because of the play of chance, 
we may say the difference is not clearly signifi-
cant. The results are not inconsistent with the 
hypothesis. The value of T (the difference be-
tween the hypothetical value and the observed mean, 
in units of the standard error of the mean) cor-
responding to a probability of 1/100 is 2.576. 
One hundredth part of the area under a normal curve 
lies at a distance from the mean, on the axis, of 
2.576 standard deviations or more. Accordingly, 
tests of signif icance may be applied with direct 
reference to T, interpreted as a normal deviate 
l . 
Frederick C. Mills. Statistical Methods, Revised. 
New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1938. p. 471. 
( 
,_ 
Feb . 
Sept. 
(i.e., as a deviation from the mean of a normal 
distribution expressed in units of standard de-
viation). A value ofT of 2.576 or more indicates 
a significant difference, while a value of less 
than 2.576 indicates that the results are not in-
consistent with the hypothesis in question. 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR STANFORD SPELLING 
ACHIEVE~ffiNT TEST ADMINISTERED TO GRADE TWO 
No. Mean s.n. S.E.m Diff. s.E.d 
31 39.57 10.47 1.88 
23.61 7.14 
31 15.96 10.59 1.90 
C.R. 
3.31 
The critical ratio of 3.31 is statistically significant 
indicating the superiority of the spelling scores after a 
well-planned program in phone t ics had been taught. 
Feb. 
Sept. 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR TWENTY-FIVE PHONETIC WORDS 
INCLUDED IN STANFORD SPELLING ACHIEVE1ffiNT TEST 
ADMINISTERED TO GRADE TWO . 
No. Mean S.D. s.E.m Diff. s.E.d C .R. 
31 23.00 2.10 .38 
13 . 07 1.10 11.88 
31 9.93 5.74 1.03 
The critical ratio of 11.88 indicates a statistically 
significant difference in spelling score from September to 
February . 
'~ . 
TABLE XIII 
RANGE OF SCORES INCLUDED IN 
NASON AUDITORY TEST FOR DISCRIMINATION 
Score Fre 
60 7 
59 8 
58 4 
57 6 
56 1 
55 3 
51 1 
50 1 
Mean Score 58.00 
Standard Deviation 2.44 
In the Nason Auditory Test it can be discerned by ob-
servation that the range o~ scores clustered close to the 
mean, the majority of scores falling about the mean score of 
58.00. Of the 60 sounds tested, all the cases were able to 
secure a score o~ 50 sounds or better, indicating that the 
auditory approach to spelling had definitely caused transfer 
into the area o~ phonetics. 1t ith the exception of the three 
cases that fell at 55, only three isolated cases fell below 
a score of 57. 
0 :; 
on the basis of scores obtained on the Nason Test, the 
group was divided into four quartiles. The final spelling 
test scores were computed for each quartile and the differ-
ence between means was determined. 
Quartile 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
4 
1 
TABLE XIV 
1ffi~W DIFFERENCES BETWEEN QUARTILES ON BASIS 
OF STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN SPELLING 
No. Mean s.n. s.E.m Diff. S.E.d 
31 44.13 10.29 3.88 
3.88 4.50 
31 40.25 6.06 2.28 
31 40.25 6.06 2.28 
.75 5.23 
31 39.50 12.48 4.71 
31 39.50 12.48 4.71 
6.50 5.31 
31 33.00 13.54 2.45 
31 44.13 10.29 3.88 
11.13 4.59 
31 33.00 13.54 2.45 
C.R. 
.86 
.14 
1.22 
2.42 
An inspection of the data shows small mean differences 
which did not yield statistically significant critical ratio~ 
The greatest difference occurred between the first and fourth 
quartiles where the cr i tical ratio is 2.42. Though not sta-
tistically significant, it is sufficiently high to indicate 
that keen auditory perception has carry over to spelling. 
i..: -- -
Using the mental ages as submitted by Hobson of the 
Brookline Child Placement Bureau, the group wa.s classified 
into four quartiles. The difference between means was com-
puted on the basis of the scores for the final spelling test. 
Quartile No . 
4 31 
3 31 
3 31 
2 31 
2 31 
1 31 
4 31 
1 31 
TABLE XV 
MEAN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN QUARTII .. ES 
ON BASIS OF MENTAL AGE 
-
Mean S.D. s.E.m Diff. 
112.3'7 10.'72 4.05 
9.24 
103.13 5.69 2.15 
103.13 5.69 2.15 
2.'75 
100.38 4.32 1.63 
100.38 4.32 1.63 
3.52 
96.86 9.30 3.80 
112.3'7 10.72 4.05 
15.51 
96.86 9.30 3.80 
s.E.d C.R. 
4.58 2.02 
2.'70 1.02 
4.14 .85 
5.55 2.'79 
The mean differences between the quartiles are suffi-
ciently great to yield a statistically significant critical 
ratio of 2.79 between quartile four and quartile one and to 
indicate a substantial critical ratio of 2.02 between quar-
tile four and quartile three, which though not significant, 
is indicative of some relationship between mental age and 
,,-
,-
I 
: spelling achievement. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUlmARY .~ CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to develop a well-planned 
phonetic program incorporating all the valuable research 
; data found to date and to ascertain how this meaningful 
phonetic program can affect spelling achievement. 
The data was analyzed to determine: 
1. Range of scores for Stanford Achievement 
Spelling Test. 
2. Percentage of error for words incorporated 
in Stanford Achievement Spelling Test. 
3. Percentage of error for phonetic elements 
incorporated in the words of the Stanford 
Achievement Spelling Test. 
4. Range of scores on twenty-five phonetic words 
included in the Stanford Achievement 
Spelling Test. 
5. Range of scores for thirty phonetic words 
chosen from Horn-Asbaugh Spelling Test. 
6. Range of scores of Nason Test for Auditory 
Discrimination. 
7. Significance of difference on basis of Nason 
Auditory Test. 
' r 
L. 
s. Significance of difference on basis of 
mental age. 
The writer recognizes that any conclusions must be in-
terpreted in the light of the small number of cases used in 
this study. 
Conclusions 
1. After twenty weeks of phonetic instruction in rela-
tion to spelling, the group achieved much higher. The dif-
ference in means for September and February yielded ·a criti 
ratio of 3.31 which is statistically significant. 
2. A comparison of percentage of error on phonetic 
' elements within the words shows a notable decrease at final 
period of testing. In September, the range of error in 
phonetic elements went from 94 per cent to 6 per cent with 
only three beginning consonants falling below 23 per cent of 
error. In February, the percentage of error ranged from 
48 per cent to 0 per cent. Only five of the phonetic ele-
ments were higher than 23 per cent in point of error. 
3. When the phonetic words included in the Stanford 
Spelling Test of Achievement were separated from the total 
score and analyzed statistically, the mean difference of 
13.07 yielded a critical ratio of 11.88 which is statisti-
cally significant. 
··~ : ~ .• 
4. A comparison of spelling achievement in relation to 
ability in auditory perception shows little difference be-
tween quartiles with the exception of the first and fourth; 
though the critical ratio 2.42 is not statistically signifi-
cant, it is sufficiently high to indicate some relationship 
between auditory perception and spelling achievement. 
5. The analysis of the comparison of mental age to 
spelling achievement indicates variability of significance 
between quartiles. However, it can be noted in the fourth 
and third quartiles that the critical ratio of 2.02, though 
not statistically significant, is substantially high to show 
relationship between mental age and spelling achievement, 
while an inspection of quartile four versus quartile one 
yields a critical ratio of 2.?9 which is statistically signi-
ficant. 
6. In comparing mental age and auditory perception as 
to their effect on spelling achievement, the writer would 
have to conclude that though the auditory perception shows 
limited relationship to spelling, on the small group tested, 
the significant data was obtained in relation to mental age. 
• I "I 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
\ . ·~· 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. The exercises in this study might be used in toto or in 
part at the discrimination of another tester to deter-
mine whether the results of this work would maintain 
if the writer was not i n control of any given group. 
( 
2. Larger population used for study might procure wider 
variations in ability to discriminate sounds of words 
through the ear and offer greater possibilities for 
predict ions. 
3. An experimental study might be set up to ascertain the 
difference in learning between an experimental group 
using writer 's technique and a control group employing 
Horn-Asbaugh procedure. 
A similar study of the next grade level might be employed 
to ascertain whether the gain is greater at primary or 
intermediate level. 
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APPENDIX 
The Stanford Achievement Test List of Sixty Words 
it 
and 
ten 
old 
my 
book 
this 
door 
girl 
fun 
song 
seed 
seen 
some 
sold 
blow 
think 
keep 
win 
very 
around 
read 
gate 
winter 
table 
east 
life 
drop 
sutmner 
step 
said 
been 
pull 
funny 
used 
boxes 
does 
broke 
counting 
wagon 
hundred 
shed 
afraid 
visiting 
stories 
rainy 
queer 
smooth 
skirt 
fare 
notion 
studies 
ankles 
cherries 
corrected 
largely 
certain 
strawberries 
special 
purpose 
I I. 
'--
The Phonetic Spelling Test Based on 
Stanford Achievement Test 
it gate 
and winter 
ten table 
old drop 
this sunnner 
fun step 
song pull 
seed broke 
seen wagon 
sold hundred 
think shed 
win - visiting 
read 
The Informal Phonetic Test 
make 
gave 
name 
cake 
away 
grade 
place 
train 
fine 
please 
night 
so 
rope 
told 
open 
can 
rabbit 
mailman 
spell 
second 
give 
little 
when 
with 
dinner 
c:tty 
sleep 
lost 
shop 
circus 
Nason Auditory Test 
I Name ______________________ Grade School ______________ _ 
I 1 tranquil familiar vagabond 16 quarrelsome guide cream I 
raise i 2 matter rapidity separated 1? breakfast blunder 
3 geyser capitulate petal 
4 luck differ wanderer 
5 deck temperature highway 
6 wisdom yacht volcano 
7 gasoline kaolin lariat 
8 fault vein weight 
18 quotient guess crafty 
19 brilliant blossom drapery 
20 crowd grasp job 
21 flutter blood tug 
22 loss bantam lynx 
23 locust hearty grief 
9 document blossom plentifUl 24 piccolo fantastic benefit 
:1 10 jonquils 
11 thorough 
drouth bronco 
favor tattered 
12 broadcast blizzard domestic 
13 choice confer classic 
14 guard creak quotation 
,I 15 thistles whirled hatchet 
d 
25 slender clasp crib 
26 crisis gratitude drab 
27 peacock derrick pardon 
28 water workbench lurch 
29 frontier frozen tradition 
30 davenport disease protect l 
I . 
: 
31 rotation remark needlework 46 silky remembering napkin 
32 claimed glistened glee 47 senator department stimu-
lant 
33 bullet farewell bushel 48 specimen caravan raffia 
34 candidate generally cordially 49 bungalow radius swish 
35 helium happiness loom 
36 rusty radish foolish 
37 noodles margin measles 
38 dreamed transfer trampled 
39 stirrup stir clamp 
40 jog jib fig 
41 rot nicest notion 
50 roster struck drydock 
51 bathroom bonanza ap 
52 clatter shamrock thick 
53 citizen librarian miracle 
54 thimble Columbus crush 
55 reason harvesting cousin 
56 champion imigrant student 
42 credulous happily capacity 57 lancer slick burdock 
43 but nearest number 58 pagan camel denizen 
1 44 basketball properly beaut~y59 business alumnus radish 
45 accident naughtiest nebulous 60 thimble rumbling rosin 
Directions for Phonics Test 
(The words on the children 1 s papers are not in their 
vocabularies and are not to be pronounced either by the tea-
cher or by the children taking the test. Unfamiliar words 
were deliberately chosen in order to test the visual transfer 
of the sounds in the words pronounced. While there is no 
time limit, move along rapidly ~om one item to another.) 
Today we are going to play a game with some brand-new 
words. We are going to see how well each of you can hear 
sounds and then find the letters that make the sounds. 
(Write padlock barberry vegetable on the blackboard.) 
Look at the words on the blackboard. \lll.hich one has the 
same sound a.t the beginning as ~? 
ball. ----
, put a circle around the word that begins like 
(Have one child go to the blackboard and draw a circle 
around the correct word.) 
Now look at the row number one on your paper. Draw a 
circle around the word in row one that begins with the same 
sound as~· 
(Check the papers to see that all have understood the 
directions.) 
In row two put a circle around the word that begins like 
summer. 
Row three--Mark the word that begins like gate. 
Row four--Mark the word that begins like ladder. 
Row five--Mark the word that begins like today. 
Row six--Mark the word that begins like yell~~. 
Row seven--Mark the word that begins like ~· 
Row eight--Mark the word that begins like visit. 
Row nine--Mark the word that begins like plant. 
Row ten--Mark the word that begins like dress. 
Row eleven--Mark the word that begins like third. 
Row twelve --Mark the word that begins like black. 
Row thirteen--Mark the word that begins like chair. 
Row fourteen--Mark the word that begins like quick. 
Row fifteen--Mark the word that begins like white. 
Row sixteen--Mark the word that begins like 9.uiet. 
Row seventeen--Mark the word that begins like blaze. 
Row eighteen--Mark the word that begins like quack. 
Row nineteen--Mark the word that begins like blue. 
This time, listen to the sound at the very end of cried. 
Then find on the blackboard (forehead crimson different) 
the word that has the same ending sound as cried. 
:----- , mark the word that ends with the same sound as cried. 
(Have one child mark the word that has the same final 
consonant as cried.) 
Find Row 20. Draw a circle around the word that ends 
like crab. 
Row 21--Mark the word that ends like flag. 
Row 22--Mark the word that ends like l:Us • 
-
Row 23--Mark the word that ends like ~-
Row 24--Mark the word that ends like J2icnic. 
Row 25--Mark the word that ends like slab. 
Row 26--Mark the word that ends like~· 
For the rest of the game you will have to listen and 
look very carefully. You are to find the word that begins 
and ends like the word you hear. Wb. ich word on the black-
board!\figure fault helmet) begins and ends like~? 
(One child is to mark the correct word.) 
.. 
I:. 
r _.; . ) 
\ -... ... _ 
I 
Look at Row 27. Mark the word that begins and ends like ~~ 
1 park. 
II Check individual responses before continuing.) 
II Row 28--Mark the word that begins and ends like watch. 
!I 
Row 29--Mark the word that begins and ends like frighter.l 
30--Mark the 'NOrd that begins and ends Row like .!!!!:1. 
1 Row 31--Mark the word that begins and ends like rock. 
-
Row 32--Mark the word that begins and ends like glad. 
Row 33--Mar.k the word that begins and ends like bell. 
-
Row 34--Mark the word that begins and ends like cand;y. 
Row 35--Mark the word that begins and ends like ham. 
-
Row 36--Mark the word that begins and ends like rush. 
Row 37--Ma.rk the word that begins and ends like marbles. ! 
Row 38--Mark the word that begins and ends like tried. 
Row 39--Mark the word that begins and ends like stop. 
Row 40--Mark the word that begins and ends like .lli• 
Row 41--Mark the word that begins and ends like not. 
-
Row 42--Mark the word that begins and ends like craf't;y. 
Row 43--Mark the word that begins and ends like nut. 
-
Row 44--Mark the word that begins and ends like baby. 
Row 45--Mark the word that begins and ends like net. 
-
(Write these words on the blackboard: harmonica 
! muskrat bent.) 
Now listen to the sound you hear at the end of hat. 
I Look at the words on the blackboard. lJ!lhich word rhymes with 
hat? 
' 
draw a circle around the word that rhymes with 
.I hat. 
I 
il 
(Have one child mark the word that rhymes with. ~.) 
I Look at the words in row 46. Find and mark the ward ! 
that rhymes with sing. 
Row 4'7--Mark the word that rhymes with~· 
Row 48--Iviark the word that rhymes with ran. 
Row 49--Mark the word that rhymes with bus. 
Row 50--Mark the word that rhymes with rock. 
Row 51--Mark the word that rhymes with bent. 
-
Row 52--Mark the word that rhymes with clock. 
Row 53--Mark the word that rhymes with~· 
Row 54--Mark the word that rhymes with thus. 
Row 55--Mark the word that rhymes with ring. 
Row 56--Mark the word that rhymes with chant. 
Row 5'7--Mark the word that rhymes with lock. 
Row 58--Mark the word that rhymes with can. 
Row 59--Mark the word that rhymes with fuss. 
Row 60--Mark the word that rhymes with thing. 
PROGRAM 
! Week I. 
Introduction to Units of Work. Lesson I. 
Everyone has a family. 
Let me write the names of the people in your family on 
the blackboard. 
Vlhat name is the same for all the people in your family? 
Let 1s put a line under the same names. 
I want you to meet a family which helps us with our 
school wor~. It is called the "Vowel Family". (write on 
blackboard.) The vowel family has five members. They are 
a e i 0 u 
lJifuat are the names of the vowel family'? 
Sometimes they get all dressed up and wear tall straight 
hats. 
..0.. .0. .0.. ..0. ..0. 
a e i 0 u 
They are very polite then and if you ask their names 
they will stand up and say their own names. We call them 
the long vowels. What do we call them? 
1. I am ..aa· ) 
.a> 
2. Iam e) 
.c.) 
3. I am i ) Put on blackboard 
.n) 
4. Iam o) 
..c.> 
5. I am u ) 
Let's pretend we are members of the 
What is your name Mister· 1 
\ftlhat is your name Mister 2 
What is your name Mister 3 
What is your name Mister 4 
What is your name Mister 5 
vowel family. 
Vlfuo can tell me a whole story about the vowel family 
and its names? 
J Lesson II. 
I am going to say the letters in the vowel family. 
Every time you hear me say the name· of a member in the 
vowel family, clap your hands. 
a b d a p r s e e f r u 
sot qui o k c i g e 
f 1 a m p u v n i w o z 
Good. Now listen for the letters again. This time 
stand every time you hear a vowel letter. 
p r s e f e r a u b d a 
q 0 t 8 u 0 k i c 1 g 0 
m a p 1 f u p n v 1 w o z 
Who can tell me the story of the long vowels? 
On your paper there are some numbers. 
the name of a member of the vowel family, 
the correct number. Write only the vowel 
write the names on the blackboard 
n n .o. .a .a. 
a e 1 o u 
Listen for the correct number. 
Number 1-a 2-p 3-s 4-3 
Every time I say 
write it next to 
family. I will 
5-1 
6-a. '7-u 8-b 9-e 10-d 
11-u 12-i 13-f 14-o 15-u 
Lesson III. 
Make a copy of these boxes on blackboard. 
~fuich two vowels in box 1 look just alike? 
Come and draw a ring around them. 
V!hich two vowels in box 2 look just alike? 
Come and draw a ring around them. 
Now look at your paper. 
1. In each box there are two vowels that are twins. 
Draw a ring around them. 
DD·o· ioo u i o a o a e 
DDDDD 
' . i 
2. Make the long vowels say their own names by putting 
a tall hat on each vowel. 
a e i 0 u 
each 
ach 
tfJ 
'· 
I 
I 
I 
.,, 
I 
week II· 
Lesson I 
Materials: 
1. Pictures - boy, girl, child reading. 
2. Flash cards of new words 
he eat 
she each 
we teacher 
be read 
please 
Procedure: 
Show picture of boy. 
Tell me what the boy is doing. 
Solicitt· . He is etc. 
~~at else is he doing? 
Solicit , • He is etc. 
I 
I 
li 
,I 
I 
I 
(Write sentences given by children on blackboard. 
line the word he .in colored chalk.) Undel"': 
-
Show the card he. Have child tell you the word. Write 
it on the blackooard. Have child say and spell it. Say 
the word again. Spell it together. Give child the card 
to match with word on blackboard, say it and spell it. 
Have child match it to same word in sentence. Say it 
and spell word as child matches card to same word on 
blackboard. 
Showing picture of girl proceed as before with word ~· 
If t talk about all the children in this room, I say 
"We are herfi.u 
If I want to sa~ all the children are working, I say 
nwe are working. 
Show the card we. Vlhat does it say? Proceed as before.! 
Listen carefully! What word do you hear at the be-
ginning of each story? 
Be a good citizen. 
Be a good helper. 
Be a good le ader. Be a good child. 
I 
I 
Show the card be. Is this the word you heard at the 
beginning? Wha~does it say? Proceed as with word he. 
After I say some words, tell me how they are alike, 
he, she, we, be. 
That's correct. They all end with an e. 
They have the same sound at the end. 
We call such words rhyming words. 
Name three rhyming words that end with an e. 
Call on individual children. 
\{hat do we call these words? 
What do all the e 1s say? 
Fine! They say their own names. 
Let me mark the first e for you with colored chalk. 
Children mark remainder .. of e 1s. 
Here is a riddle. 
I am a vowel. 
I am the only vowel in the word. 
I come at the end of the word he. 
V'Jhat do I say? Mark me with colored chalk. 
Have child give answer, then repeat riddle until all 
four words are marked. 
I have a story to share with you. '~lllhen there is one 
vowel in a word and it comes at the end, it usually says 
its own name." 
Vlho can tell my story to the children? 
Sometimes there are two children in the vowel family in 
a word. They are very polite children and when they sit 
beside each other the first one talks while the second 
one waits. 
If ea are sitting together, what sound will you hear if 
e talks and a is quiet? 
Good. The e says e or its own name. The a is polite. 
I will mark the first for you. The e has a hat, the ~ 
some shoes. 
Put several ea 1s on the blackboard for children to mark. 
Mark the ea 1s. 
The next few words are ea words. The e talks, the a is 
I 
II 
l 
' 
:I 
i 
Everyday we go to the lunchroom. Vlhat do we do there? 
Does this card tell you a story? 
What story does it tell you? 
Flash card with word eat. Have child tell you word. 
Let children say it. write it on the blackboard. Have 
child say and spell it. Say word again. Spell it to-
gether. Give child the card to match with word on black-
board. Say it, spell it, then tell class to say and I 
spell it. 
Give each boy in your group a paper, Peter. 
Flash word each. Have child tell you word. Let childr 
say it. Write it on blackboard. Proceed as before. 
What do we call the person who teaches us? Yes, your 
teacher. 
F l ash word teaCher. Have child tell you word. Let 
children say it. Write it on blackboard. 
What spelling word that you know do you see and hear in 
the word teacher? 
Good, come and put a ring around the word. 
Watch my chalk go 
t, add each, add er is teacher 
Let's spell it together. Proceed as before. 
Read the story I write on the blackboard. "I can read 
a book." 
1'-hat does this card say I am doing? (Flash~.) 
Proceed as before. 
Vowels have manners. We have manners, too. Manners can 
be fun. If I want Eri c to do something for me what wil l 
I say? 
If you want someone to help you should you use this w 
Flash please. 
Please is a polite word and a hard word. 
What do the first two sounds say? 
What do our vowels say? 
I'll help you now. The vowel at the end is polite and 
is quiet. 
What does the word say? Proceed as before. 
Who can tell the stor y of the vowels that sit together 
to the children? 
What do all the e 1s before the a 1s say? 
I 
Have children mark the long e. 
V.fuat do all the a's say? Mark them. 
~Vhat does the e at the end of plea se say? 
Fine, mark it. 
Pass out flash cards to individUal children. Child 
says, matches, spells word, then asks class to say and 
spell word 
Spell together, using flash cards. (flash, say spell) 
Pass out paper for pre-test. 
Children correct own papers using flash cards for checks. 
Pass out drawing paper {9xl2). Fold into 16 boxes (lx3). 
Now children are ready to copy words on flash card 
papers to be used in pupil-teacher and pupil-pupil parti-
cipation. 
week II. 
Lesson II. 
1. The spelling list is on a chart during entire week. 
2. Children work with hectograph sheets presented at 
beginning of spelling lesson. 
Procedure: 
1. Draw a line from the word in the middle to each word 
that ends with a long e. 
he we we he 
she she she he 
he she 
no he me she 
be me we be 
2. Draw a line over the e that says its own name. 
3. Draw a line under the a that is polite. 
eat each teacher read please 
4. Trace each word. Say it. VJYrite each word three 
times. Mark the e 1 s that say their own names. 
he 
she 
we 
be 
eat 
each 
teacher 
read 
please 
'C. ... :: ··- ~ 
II I 
! •' ·.:... . . .. I 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
Here are some words: he she we be 
1. Put a red line under he . 
2. Put a green line under she. 
3. put an orange line under we. 
4. Put a purple line under he. 
she he we she 
. 
me she he we 
we me be be 
be we me he 
5. Put a line under each word that is the same as the 
first word. 
eat: each eat eat please 
eacli: each each eat teacher 
t eacher: each teacher eat teacher 
read: please read read each 
please: please read eat please 
6. cut out the words in the bo:a. Paste them under the 
words that are the same. 
he eat teacher he eat teacher 
-
/I 
she each -we 
she each -
read please be 
-: 
we read 
be please 
Lesson IV. Word Meaning or Analysis 
Making and Labelling: 
1. Make the picture. 
2. 
l. 
Label 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Label 
~. 
Label 
5. 
Label 
it with a story. 
She can read. 
He sees the teacher. 
We say please 
Be good to the dog. 
You go to school each day. 
Eat a good breakfast. 
2. 
Label 
4. 
Label 
6. 
Label 
.. _. , . 
. I 
Lesson v. 
Name 
1. Have children say word and spell word as you take 
it off the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test sheets. 
3. Say word. 
4. Use it in sentence. 
5. Repeat word. 
6. Have children write. 
Date 
1. is a good girl. 
2. My mother gave my lunch. 
3. can go for a walk. 
4. a. good citizen. 
5. Did you your lunch? 
6. Give child a. pencil. 
'7. You have a in school. 
a. Can you the story to us? 
9. Always say and thank you. 
ek III . 
Lesson I. 
Materials: Flash cards of the new words. 
name make save 
came take gave 
same cake 
Procedure: 
~Jhat is your name? 
Stand if your name has a long a in it. 
''hat is your name? 
What does the a in your name say? Good. 
i. 
r 
Ask the same question of all children who are standing. 
All the words we will l~arn today have an a that says 
its own name • 
Show the card, name. Have the Children tell you the 
word. Write it on the blackboard. Have child say and 
spell it. Spell it together. Say the word again. Give 
child the card to match with word on the blackboard. Say 
it, spell it, then tell class to say and spell it. 
The next word rhymes with name. What does it say? 
Proceed as before. 
This word rhymes wi th name and came. What does it say? 
Proceed as before. 
Vfuo can put a ring around all the parts that are alike? 
Have child do it at blackboard. 
"Mother can make a cake." 
Look at this card. What does it tell us that Mother can 
make? 
Show the card cake. Proceed as before with other words 
in rhyming grou~ 
"Did you save the paper I gave you, Peter? tt 
\111hat can Peter do with the paper I gave him? 
Look at this card and tell me a story. Flash the word 
save. Proceed as before. 
Now you have three columns of rhyming words on the bla 
board. 
~~at do all the a's say? Have children mark 
What does the e at the end of the word say? 
correct. It doesn't speak. It is polite and 
while the a speaks. 
each 1a long That s 
listens 
Let's give the e a pair of shoes for being so kind. 
Watch me mark nam~. 
Have children mark the silent e 1s in rest of words. 
Let me tell you a story. "~fuen there are two vowels in 
a word and the ~ comes at the end, it is usually polite 
and keeps quiet While the a talks and says its own 
V!ho can te 11 my story to the children? 
Pass out flash cards. Have each child say his word, 
spell it and match it. Child calls upon class to say and 
spell word. Each child in room should be called. (It is 
best to make four sets on 3" x 6" drawing paper.) 
Watch now and spell the word I erase. 
Spell together, using flash cards. (flash, say, spell) 
Pass out paper for pre-test. 
Have children correct own papers using flash cards for 
checks. 
Pass out drawing paper (9xl2). Have children fold into 
16 boxes (lx3 each). 
Now they are ready to copy words on flash card papers 
to be uaed in pupil-teacher participation in helping each 
other. 
I ' 
l 
Lesson II. 
1. The spelling list is on a chart during entire week. 
2. Children work with hectographed sheets presented at 
beginning of spelling lesson. 
1. Draw a line over the a that says its name. 
2. Draw a line under the e that is polite. 
name make save 
came take gave 
same cake 
3. Trace each word. Say it. Write each now word three 
times. 
name came same 
-
make cake take 
- -
save gave 
i I . 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Put a red line under each word that is the same as the 
one at top. 
name came ~ 
- -
tame came tame 
name came game 
name name same 
gave came same 
name came same 
make take ~ 
- -
make make bake 
bake take take 
take bake cake 
make take cake 
make cake take 
I 
I 
II 
save gave 
pave save 
save gave 
gave save 
save pave 
save gave 
2. Here are your spelling leaves. 
Cut them out. Paste them under 
the words where they belong. 
name same 
came make 
Lesson IV. Word Meaning or 
1. Let's play a game. 
take 
cake 
2. Here are your spelling words. 
name came same make .cake take save gave 
3. Put the correct spelling word in each sentence. 
1. What is your ? 
2. The boy to my house. 
3. I have the mitten. 
4. Mother can a cake. 
5. That is a good , Mother. 
6. I can it to Grandmother. 
7. I can the cake for Father. 
8. Father me a kitten. 
4. Write 2 spelling words that rhyme with name. 
Write 2 spelling words that rhyme with make. 
1/ 
- I Write i spelling word that rhymes with~· 
:I 
Lesson v. 
1. Using list, have Children say word and spell word as 
you take it off chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test sheets. 
3. Say word. 
4. Use it in sentence. 
5. Teacher repeats word. 
6. Children write. 
Name Date __________________________ __ 
1. You have a ----· 
2 • I can do the thing you can do. 
3. Father home to play. 
----
4. Can you a cake? 
5. see my birthday • 
6. I can you for a ride. 
7. Will you the toy for me? 
8. Judy me some cake. 
!week rv. 
II Lesson I. 
Materials: 
l 
face 
Procedure: 
l. Flash cards (4 sets) 
2 3 4 
place made ate 
2. Review words chosen 
spelling test. 
save gave 
of the new words. 
5 6 
grade table 
through diagnosi s 
I am going to \vrite some words on the blackboard. 
save gave 
We know these words. We call the words we have had 
review words. 
Write review words above. save gave 
Say the words for me, children. 
of 
Say and spell the first one (using diagnostic sheet, cal 
on children who misspelled it in the final review test). 
Say and spell second one. (use same procedure as above.) 
Who can tell me the story of the vowels? Can you tell 
me the story of the vowels when there are · two vowels in 
a word and the polite e is at the end? (call on chil-
dren who have reading difficulty). 
Mark the vowels for us. (children mark vowels). 
This week we are going to have fun with more words like 
these. What is the front part of your head c~lled? Yes, 
it's your face. Look at this card. (Flash word face). 
~~at does it name? Good! I will write it on the black-
board. Say the word, children. 
Call on individual children to match, say, spell, than 
on class. 
Make a smiling face for us on the blackboard. 
Label it, face. 
The next word rhymes with ta~e. Look at it carefUlly. 
V\fuat does it say? Flash word, place. 
Mhat sounds do you hear at the beginning? Close your 
eyes. Can you picture the word while I write it? Open 
your eyes. ~!hat word have I written on the blackboard? 
Have child say the word. Match it. Spell it. Have 
class spell it. 
vVhat did you make yesterday, James? (solicit "I made 
etc.") 
He made a balloon. 
Look at this card. What does it say? Child says made. 
Give me a story about this word. Write word on black-
board. Say the word, children. Match it with the card, 
Bob. Spell it. Class spell it. 
What grade were you in last year? Tell me a story. 
What grade are you in now? Does this next card tell you 
something? Look at it. It says grade. ~lhat sounds do 
you hear at the beginning of the word grag~? Let's write 
it on the blackboard. Put a ring around the gr sound 
in grade. Say the word. Match it. Spell it. Class 
spell it. 
How many children had good lunches today? Vfuat did you 
eat? and you and you? (solicit "I ate etc.")• 
See what my next word says. (Flash word ate.) 
What does it tell you, children? Say the-wQrd. 
dividual children match it, spell it, then class 
it. 
In-
spells 
\~en we eat, we sit at a table. What is this next word 
I have? (Flash word table.) V#hat does it tell about? 
LoOk at the word table carefully as I write it on· the 
blackboard. There are two letters that tell -us to be 
careful. What are they? Let 1 s put a box around them. 
Say the word. Match it. Spell it. Class spells it. 
What do all the a 1 s say? 
Have children mark each long ~. 
Boston Univ~rsitj 
Sch o l of 'Fr': l•:--.ciPn 
1~_-., ~· ·~ -~~/ 
What does the e at the end of the word say? That 1 s fine. 
Mark the polite-e 1s in all the words. Who can tell me 
two words that rnyme; two more; two more. 
1. Pass out flash cards to individual children. Pro-
ceed as in Week II, p.~9 • 
2. atch now and spell the words as I erase them~ . 
3. Spell together using flash cards. 
Pass out paper for pre-test. 
Have children correct own papers using flash cards for 
checks. 
Pass out drawing paper (9xl2). Have children fold into 
16 boxes (l"x3" each). 
Now they are ready to copy words on flash card paper to 
be used in pupil-teacher, pupil-pupil participation. 
Lesson II 
1. Here is your spelling list. 
1. save 2. gave 3. face 4. place 
5. made 6. ate '7. grade 8. table 
2. V~ite all the words that have a long a and a polite e 
around the ring on the dots. 
3. Put a red line over the long a. 
e 
-
that is polite. Put a green line under the 4. 
5. Say the words. Match the words. 
for you. 
save face 
gave place 
face made 
place ate 
made grade 
ate table 
grade save 
table gave 
The first is done 
'I l ,-
'1 -I • . -
I 
Lesson III. 
Here is your spelling list. 
1. save 2. gave 3. :face 4. place 
5. made 6. ate 7. grade 8. table 
1. cross out word that does not rhyme on each line. 
1. save gave made 
2. save :face place 
3. ate grade gate 
4. able table grade 
5. fade grade :face 
2. Put a ring around the parts of each word that is alike 
1. save 2. face 3. made 4. ate 5. grad 6. ta 
gave · place :fade gate fade 
3. Cross out the word that does not belong on each line. 
1. save seive save 
2. gave gave give 
3. face :fact :face 
4. place place place 
5. made made mind 
6. ate at ate 
7. grade grade grade 
8. table table talk 
Lesson IV. Word Meaning or Analysis. 
Use blackboard list for . lesson. 
1. Choose, underline, write the spelling word that be-
longs in each story. 
1. I can something for 
save serve 
2. The boy me a penny. 
give gave 
3. Make a smiling • face place 
4. Put the paper in that 
face place 
5. Mother --~--~~­
make made 
a cake. 
6. I am in two. 
grow grade 
7. John an apple. 
ate at 
8. Sit down at the • 
tallc table. 
you. 
• 
Lesson v. 
1. Have children say and spell word as you take it off 
the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test sheet. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. Teacher uses it in sentence. 
5. Teacher repeats word. 
6. Class writes. 
Name Date 
---------------------------
1. Can you ---- five pennies? 
2. I---- the boy a dog. 
3. What a happy you have. 
4. I put a pencr.il in that • 
5. Grandmother a cake. 
------
6. Mark the cake. 
----
'1. .Are you in ---- two? 
8. That is just right for you. 
' 
..L ... .._ '-
Week v. 
Lesson I• 
Materials: 1. Flash cards. 
say day may pay way away today stay 
2. Review words. 
made grade ate table 
Procedure: 
¥fuen I finish making something, what can I say, using 
this flash card. (Flash made.) Yes, "I made something." 
How many vowels do you seerii made? Write made on black-
board. Put a red circle around each vowel.--wEo can tell 
me a story about these vowels? Fine. The end one is 
polite while the first one talks. 
Label the vowels for me. What a fine straight hat 
wears and what nice new shoes e has. 
-a 
Here is a card that rhymes with made. What does it say? 
(Flash grade.) Tell me a story using this word. Write 
word on blackboard. 
How many children ate in the lunChroom today? This 
flash card tells me about what word? Good. Write ~ 
on blackboard. 
For you to eat, you must be sitting at a (flash the word 
table). That is the correct word. W~ite table on the 
blackboard. 
~1h at is the same in all these words? Yes, they have the 
same vowels. Come, mark and say each word for me. 
(Gall children who have missed words previously.) 
These are words we have had. We call these Review Word 
(Write above words on blackboard.) Have individual child 
say, match, spell each word after which they call on 
class to say and spell word. 
Now we can have fUn with some other words. Here is a 
fence. 
ay are sitting on it. They are having a ~olite conver-
sation. When ay sit together, only the a talks. hat 
does the a say? Yes, it 1s own name. Who can tell me 
what ay says When a and y sit to~ther? Fine. Now we 
can play a game. 
I have some wards on these flash cards. I will write 
them on the blackboard. If you can remember the story of 
~, you can tell me what these words say. Ready, here I 
write. 
say day may pay way 
Vlfuo can tell me what all the words say? Tom, put a 
around the part of the word that is exactly like the 
at the top. If _ y is polite, haw can you mark it? 
a talks how will you mark it? Good wor~. 
Have individual child say word, match it with card,-
spell it, then have class say and spell it. 
~!hen I leave this room I am going (flash card awaz). 
ring 
one 
If' 
Write it on blackboard. What word do you see in away? 
Put a ring around it. Proceed as before. 
The opposite of the word go is (flash card stay). Write 
it on blackboard. What do you hear at the beginning of 
stay? What does stay rhyme with? Good. Proceed as be-
fore. 
' 
we call this day (flash card today). Write it on black-
board. How many words do you hear in the word today? 
I hear 2 words, too. Put a fence between the words. 
Proceed as before. 
Let 1 s say all the words that 'rhyme with say. Distribute 
flash cards among Children. They say, match, spell after 
which class say and spell word. Spell together using 
flash cards. Watch now. Say and spell the words as I 
erase them. 
Pass out papers for pre-test. 
Proceed as before. 
,_ 
Lesson II. 
1. Look at your spelling list. 
1. made 2. grade 3. ate 4. table 
5. say 6. day '7. may 8. pay 
9. way 10. away 11. today 12. stay 
1. Here are some words. 
made grade ate table 
2. Put each in an acorn. 
3. says its own name. 
4. Draw a line tmder each e that is polite. 
5. Here are some words. 
say day may pay way away today stay 
6. Write each word that rhymes with~ three times. 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
4 4 4 
5 5 5 
6 6 6 
7 '7 '7 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
Make an !Z fence. 
1. Cut out the words at the side. 
2. 
Put them over the words that they 
match 
Here are some stories. Read the 
1. The boy is in Grade 2. 
2. Mother made a birthday cake. 
<say 
(day 
(may 
<pay 
<way 
.{today 
<away 
<stay 
stories. 
3. The baby can sit at the table. 
4. Betty ate an apple. 
3. Put 1 line under grade. 
Put 2 lines under table. 
. Put 3 lines under ate. · 
Put 4 lines under made. 
4. Make a picture for each story. 
1 2 3 4 
· ..... J 
Lesson IV. Word Meaning or Analysis 
1. Answer these riddles. 
m and ay says 
--S and ay says 
d and ay says 
p and ay says 
w and ay says 
aw and ay says 
to and day says 
st and ay says 
2. Use your spelling words. Put in the right word. 
Mother m a cake. 
You are ~i-n __ g_r_ two. 
He a his lunch. 
Sit at the t • 
3. 1fu1lat spelling word tells me: 
Lesson v. 
I did something. 
The class I am in. 
What day this is. 
Do not go away. 
Where I can eat. 
A polite way to ask. 
1. Using list, have children say word and spell it as 
you take word off the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test sheets. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. Uses it in sentence. 
5. Repeat word. 
6. Children write. 
Name Date 
1. I have a pencil. 
2. the word again. 
3. I cannot go far • 
4. is Friday. 
5. Please in year seat. 
6. This is the to do your paper. 
7. You can for your lunch. 
8. What a pretty picture you • 
9. This is the second • 
10. I my supper. 
11. can you sit at the • 
lweek vi .. 
/1 Lesson I • 
I 
I 
Materials: 1. Flash cards. 
Review words-
grade table 
New words-
play playing baby paper mail mailman rain 
train 
Procedure: 
Here are two words I am going to write on the black-
boal"d• 
grade table 
We know these words. What do we call words we already 
have had? Good. I 111 write Review above the words. 
Say and spell the first orie (use diagnostic sheet for 
review work). 
Say and spell second (same as : before). 
Give me a story abou~ the 1st one. Give me a story 
a bout the 2nd one.. 1Nho can mark the vowels for us? Who 
can tell us the story of these vowels? 
Having fun with words makes us very bright. After 
school you can go out to play (flash wora ~). What 
can we do? Good. 
Who can remember a polite word we learned that began 
like the word ~? John remembers please. Sound ~ 
children. What:SPelling word that we know does play 
rhyme with? Let's write them quickly on the blackboard. 
call on several children. 
Tell me the story of the a and y that sit together. 
Yes, only the a talks. 
I 
I 
I 
Have individual child say word, match and spell it, 
call on class to say and spell it. 
then! 
Here is an ending in,. An ending is like a trailer. 
It comes at the ena. f I add it to play, what new word 
will I have? (Usin~ clip, attach ing to the play flash 
card.} Fine. That s the wora. Proceed as before. 
How many of you have a wee little sister or brother? 
See if this flash card tells us what to call the little 
one. (Flash baby.) 
~l.ho is ready with a story about baby? 
Every time you have to say baby, spell it instead. I 
see an a ana ay in baby. Are they sitting together? No. 
V!hat does the a say? Mark it. What does the y say? I 
Listen. Yes, it says e. Sometimes ay says e. Let's 
put the e that talks over this y to help us. Choose 
a child to mark y. Proceed as before. 
For every lesson you will need this word. {Flash paper.) 
Look at this word carefully. The a says its own name. 
What does the word say? Proceed as before. 
~fuen we go away, we get letters. The grown-up way to 
say this is, we get mail (flash ana say word mail). 
V{hat do we get? Yes, mail. ----
Remember, when two vowels sit together the first one 
usually talks While the second one is polite. If ai 
sit together, which one talks--which is quiet? I will 
mark the first ai. Put several ai 1s on blackboard. 
Have different children mark them. Have child say, mate~ 
spell word, then call on the children to say ana spell 
word. I 
The next few words have ai in them. Watch for them. ' 
If I add man to mail, what will I have? Yes, mailman. 
(Flash word mailman.) 
Spell the little word you hear in mailman. 
Spell another little word you hear in mailman. 
Spell one word you see in mailman. 
Spell another word you see in mailman. 
Mark the vowels. Proceed as before. 
Sometimes the sun shines. Sometimes it does not. Vfuen 
drops of water fall from the sky, what do we have? 
(Flash rain.) What ao you see sitting together in rain? 
Mark the two vowels. Which one talks? Which is quiet?_j/ 
Proceed as before. 
'======~~~======-=~~~ 
~l~==================~l~~ 
Here is a word that rhymes with rain. You like to ride 
on it. (Flash word train.) Who can spell the two words 
that rhyme? Who can write them on the blackboard? Vllho 
can mark the vowels in these words? Proceed as before. 
Pass out flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards. 
Lesson II. 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph sheet presentation. 
1. Say these words. 
2. Trace these words 
grade table play playing baby paper 
mail mailman rain train 
3. Mark the long a. Mark the polite e in 
grade table 
4. Put a line under the two words that say ~ in 
plays playing 
5. \~at does the a say in 
baby 
6. ~fuat does the a · say in 
paper 
7. What two vowels say -a in 
mail mailman 
8. What two vowels say a in 
rain train 
!I 
I 
L. ----r=====================================~~====~~====== 
I Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Put a line under the word that starts like the word 
at the top. 
grade table Ela;ling baby Eaper 
grow table please baby paper 
grain teach playing barn paper 
grade turn please baby paper 
grade table playing burn papa 
2. Here are some words 
rain train mail mailman 
1. Write two words that rhyme. 
2. Draw a mailman. 
Label him. 
Give him a mail bag. 
Label it. 
Lesson IV. Word Meaning or Analysis. 
Using spelling list. 
1. The y in baby says • 
2. Make two words out of mailman. 
3. Add t and rain. VIJ'ha t have you? 
4. Put the correct spelling word in each sentence. 
rain train baby paper grade table II 
play playing mail mailman 
1. The mailman brings us • 
2. Write your name on this • 
Choo choo goes the • 
4. Have you a brother? 
5. You are in the second 
·• 
6. You can after school. 
----
7. You have a raincoat for the 
----· 
8. The 
---------- has mail for you. 
9. We eat at a ----· 
Lesson v. 
Name 
1. Have children say word and spell word as you take 
it off the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test sheets. 
3. TeaCher says word. 
4. Put it into sentence. 
5. Repeat word. 
6. Children write. 
Date 
1. Hear the against the window pane. 
2. I like to ride on a • 
3. Keep your tidy. 
4. Our is little. 
5. come out and • 
6. John is with P'aul. 
'7. You are in the second • 
8. Work at the • 
9. A brings letters. 
10. Are you waiting for • 
:/ week VII. 
1 Lesson I. 
I 
I 
Materials: Flash cards. 
New-- so no go ago going old 
told cold sold hold home rope 
P.r oce dure : 
Listen, children. I am going to say three words. Tell 
me where you hear the o. 
so no go 
(Flash so; no; go). Write on blackboard. Give me a i 
story about so. Correct. This~ connects things. What 1 spelling word is the opposite of come? After I say these , 
stories, tell me which no is on the blackboard. 
1. I know you. 
2. No, you may not come with me. 
Proceed as before. 
'When I tell you a story, I sometimes begin, "Once long 
ago" (flash word ago). Put on blackboard. Who can tell 
me what I me an Vlhen I say long ago? Good. \I!Jhat little 
word do you hear in ago? Put a box around it. Proceed 
as before. 
If I add the ending itg to go what word will I have? 
(Flash word goingl• Pu on blackboard. Proceed as be-
fore. Mark the o s that speak. 
we have met vcwel o before. Put on blackboard. Some-
times he says his own name. 'l!fuat kind of hat does he 
wear? Yes, a hat straight on his head. Mark with 
colored chalk. Today when you listen, you will hear 
many o 1 s in the words • · 
This word tells us that something is used. It is not 
new. It is old. (Flash word old.) Write word on 
blackboard. Have individual child say word, match and 
spell it, then call on class to say and spell it. 
I 
,, 
I 
Here is a word that rhymes with old. \~at does it say? 1 
(Flash~·) Write on blackboard. Have child put .12.!£ 
; ~ 
'· ' 
into sentence. Proceed as before. 
~lhat does c and old give us? (Flash card cold.) What 
is the opposite of hot? Put on blackboard.~ght. 
Spell it. Proceed as before. 
V. atch closely. If I cross out the c in cold and put an 
s in its place, what new word will I have? (Flash word 
~·) Put on blackboard. Proceed as before. 
Here is another word that rhymes with old. (Flash word 
~·) Put on blackboard. Proceed as before. 
What is the same in all these words? Put a line under 
the parts that are the same. Yes, they rhyme. How many 
of you hear a vowel talking? TeaCher says words again. 
Mark the o that talks. (Have Children mark.) 
What did we find out about two vowels in a word? Fine, 
the first usually talks, the second is quiet. 
Everyday we go home (flash word home) from school. 
Write on blackboard. Listen to word again. Repeat home. ! 
~fuich vowel speaks? ~Thich vowel is quiet? That's 
correct. When the vowel at the end is polite, the vowel 
in the middle of the word usually talks. Mark the o. 
Mark the e. Proceed as before. 
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
Lesson II. 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph sheet presentation. 
1. Say the word. 
2. Underline the spelling words in the phrases. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
an old book 
so he came 
to his home 
can jump rope 
long time ago 
going to school 
old 
so 
home 
:bope 
cold, cold day 
sold a hat 
hold my coat 
go home 
ago no, no, no 
going told a story 
cold 
sold 
hold 
go 
no 
told 
Write 2 spelling words that have a polite e at the 
end of the word; a talking o in the middle-of the 
word. 
1 
-----
2 ____ _ 
~~~ite 4 spelling words that end with a long or talking 
o. 
2 
----
3 
----
1;..._ __ _ 4~---
Vlrite 5 spelling words in which (one) vowel o talks. 
1;._... __ 2 ___ _ 3 ___ _ 4 __ _ 5 ___ _ 
., .. 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Put 4 spelling words that rhyme with £1£ in the 
pumpkins. 
2. Put 3 spelling words that rhym with~ 
:3. Make a picture of your~· Label it. 
4. Draw two things you can do with a rope. Label them. 
Lesson IV• Word Meaning or Analysis. 
Using spelling list. 
1. Put the correct spelling word in the space where it 
belongs. 
I am qg ___ to tell you a story. A long time 
a in a little h , there was a little boy. 
---- ------
It was c in his h • It was c out-
--- --- ---
side his h • He could not g out. N_, he 
------ ----
could not g'-1.-- out, s_ he was in his h;.._ ___ • 
He played in his h _______ • Then it was spring. Out 
he went. He t his mother he could h 
------- -------
a 
r ____ _ and jump. Mother looked. The boy could 
h the r • He could jump. 
------- -------
Lesson V. 
1. Have children say and spell word, as you take it 
off the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test sheets. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. Puts it into sentence. 
5. Repeats word. 
6. Children write. 
Name Date 
---------------------------
1. That is an book. 
---
2. The teacher 
---
a story. 
3. The man the boy a balloon. 
---
4. your hat in your hand. 
5. What a day this is. 
6. Come from school. 
'7. Can you jump '? 
8. It was raining ______ the children came inside. 
9. Say yes and------· 
10. Long 
-----
there were no airplanes. 
11. Are you to the party? 
----
12. to the office for me. 
I 
I 
/I 
Week VI I I 
Lesson I. 
Materials: Flash cards 
over coat open boat only pony 
most goes grocer roll 
Procedure: 
Listen while I say some o words. (Repeat list taught 
week before.) 
Here are more words that have long o in them. What is 
the opposite word to under. Yes. (Flash over.) Write 
word on blackboard. v~lhat do you hear at tE:e13eginning? 
Mark long o. Vfuat do you hear at the end? Yes, er. 
Put a ring around the ending. Now, say the word. Have 
individual child say word, match and spell it, then call 
on class to say and spell it. 
What is the opposite of the word close? Yes, it is 
open. (Flash word opMn.) Write on blackboard. What 
does it begin with? ark the long o. Vfhat little word 
do you see and hear in open? Correct. Put a box around 
it. Proceed as before. 
If I want to say just one person is in a group, I say 
Peter is the (flash card only) only one in his group. 
put on blackboard. Give me another story for this word, 
etc.. What do you hear at the beginning of this word? 
Mark the o. What do you hear at the end of this word? 
That's correct, an e. We write an e that we hear at the 
end as y. How do we write it? Remember, the y at the 
end.. We will meet it again. What letter must we be 
careful of in this word? Fine, put a line under the 1. 
Proceed as before. 
Most children like to ride on this animal. (Flash the 
word~·) Put on blackboard. vVhere do you hear the 
sound~g o? Mark it. ~Vhat do you hear at the end? 
Long e. How can we write the long e that we hear at the I 
end? Write the word for us. Say the word. (Ask 
children.) Proceed as before. several
1
1 
I am going to flash two words that rhyme for you. 
(Flash coat, boat.) Put onblackboard. What do you see 
sitting together? Yes, oa. When two vowels sit to-
gether, the first talk~, the second is quiet. \~at does 
oa say? Yes, it says o. What does coat say; boat s a y? 
Have several say words. Proceed as before. 
are 
I 
(Fl ash word most.) Put on blackboard. Most of us 
here today. W'ilere do ~rou rear the sound of long o? 
Mark it. vVhat two sounds do you hear at the end of 
word?(point to word most.) Put a line under the st 
Say t he whole word. Proceed a s before. -
this i 
sound.! 
I say, "I go to school." 'Vl hen I talk about Elaine , I '
1
1 
say, "Elaine goes (flash word goes) to school. Put on 
blackboard. ~~at little word do you see i n goes~ Good. 1 
Put a r i ng around it. The s at the end t r ies to catch 
us. It says z. Be careful of it. Have several chil-
dren say the word. Give me a story about this word. 
Proceed as before. 
\~o h elps us when we go t o shop at the grocery? Yes, 
the gro cer. (Flash word grocer.) Put on blackboard. 
Wher e do you hear the sound of long o? :Mark it. What 
2 sounds do you hear at the beginning of the word? Put 
a l i ne under the ,S£ sound. What does a c say when it 
stands before an e or an i. Fine. Put an s over the 
c. vVhat ending ·do you hear? Put a ring around the er 
endi n g . Have several Children say the word. Procee~as 
before. 
c an you roll the ball for me? (Flash word roll.) Put 
on blackboard. Where do you hear the long o~ark it. 
Vlha t t wins do you hear at the end of the word? Listen, 
I wi ll say the word again. Say roll. Mark the t win 11 
with a line under them. Proceed as before. 
r~ass out flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards. 
I 
I 
Lesson II. 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph sheet presentation. 
1. Look at your list of words. 
2. Choose the correct spelling word to put under each 
picture. 
p ___ _ 
~~~ ----\~ 
-----o ___ _ 
3. say the word. 
4. Write the word. 
5. Mark each long o. 
only 
most 
goes 
roll 
b ___ _ 
6. Underline the spelling word you see. 
Most children do good work. 
There goes the boy. 
Roll the ball. 
You are the only girl in this room. 
~~l_==========================================================================================~=============== I 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Choose the correct spelling word. 
2. Put it in the space where it belongs. 
1. When it is cold you wear a --~------~--------· 
cat coat can 
2. There he ------~------~-­ down the street. go going goes 
3. Can you sail a ~~--~----~--~? bat boy boat 
4. Do you like to ride a---------......... --? 
pony paper play 
5. The sells food. 
gave grade grocer 
6. Throw the ball~-~-------..­
on over out 
the wall . 
7. boys. play ball. 
most more many 
8. Please ---------- the door. 
over open on 
9. the ball. 
-r-o~l~l----r-a_n _____ r_o_p_e_ 
10. You are the 
-o~.n--o_,v_e_,r.---o~n-::1-y-
one in this room. 
., / 
Lesson IV. v~ ord Meaning or Analysis. 
Us i ng hectograph sheet. 
1. Here are your spelling words. Mark the long "0 1 s. 
over open only pony coat boat 
most goes grocer roll 
2. Put a red ring around words that start with long "0. 
3. Put a green line under the words that begin with g. 
4. Put an orange box around the two w·ords that rhyme. 
5. V'!hat does the y in pony say? 
6. What word has twin letters? 
7. What word ends in st? 
s. Write the spelling word that is the opposite of 
comes under 
9. Vfuat do we call a small horse? 
10. v1hat can sail in the water? 
11. \l\lhat do you wear? 
Lesson V. 
1. · Have Children say and spell word as you take it off 
the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test sheets. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. puts it into sentence. 
5. Repeats word. 
6. Children write. 
Name Date 
------------------------
1. Come to me • ( over) 
the door. (open) 
----
2. 
----
3. Are you the 
----
one in this room? (only) 
4. A 
----
can trot • (pony) 
5. Wear your------- today. (coat) 
6. can you sail a ? (boat) 
-----
----
of us are ready to work. (most) 
8. There father. (goes) 
------
sells food. (grocer) 9. The 
----
10. Please the ball to me. (roll) ___ ..... 
j 
I I., 
, .. . '1...~ \ 
I 
'I 
I 
~ eek IX. 
I Lesson I. 
Materials: Flash cards. 
Review - over only goes most grocer 
New - like, nice, time, fine, ride, five, fire 
Procedure: 
These are words we know. What do we call these words? 
Write Review on blackboard. Come over (flash word aver) 
to me. Write under Review. Have individual child say 
word, match and spell it# then call on class to say and 
spell it. I I 
I 
There is only (flash word only) one Kay in our room. I 
Write under Review words. Proceed as before. i 
I Can you see the man as he goes (.flash word gods) down , 
the street? Write under review words. Procee as beforeJ 
I 
(Fl ash word most.) Write under review words. 
us are presen~day. Proceed as before. Most of I 
One of the men who help us is called the grocer. 
word grocer.) Wr ite under review words. Proceed 
fore. 
(Flash I 
as be- 1 
,I 
Today we will meet a new member of the vowel family, the 
long i. What is his name? How do we mark a long T? 
Look at this word. Write like on blackboard. How many 
vowels in this word? Good~hat does the e say? Vlhat 
does it make the i say? Who can tell me the story of j
1 these vowels? Fine. An e at the end is usually quiet II 
but it makes the vowel in the middle say its own name. 
(Flash word~·) write on blackboard. Say this word. II 
Give me two ways I can use the word like. Proceed as 
before. I 
I Watch for this word. See if it tells the same story of 
the vowels. You are a nice (flash word nice) child. 
Write on blackboard. Tell me the story or-the vowels. 
1 What does a c sound before e or i? Good, put an s over 1 
the c. Proceed as before. I 
I 
.. 
Have a good time. (Flash word time.) Wr te on black-
Wb.en we 
Fine. 
board. Tell me a story about the word t 
talk about the clock can we use the word t 
We can say "What time is it?" Give me a s 
word time. Sometimes a ward can mean two 
depending how we say the word in the story 
before. 
This is a fine(flash word fine) day. 
board. How many vowels in this word? 
of t he vowels. Proceed as before. 
ory about the I 
three things 
Proceed as 
e on black-
me the story 
Can you come for a ride (flash word ride) with me? 
Write on blackboard. Proceed as before:-
Four and one are five. (Flash word five. 
blackboard. Proceed as before. ----
The engines always come when there is a f 
word fire.) Look at five and fire. Vlhat 
them different? Good. Put a line under 
the r sound. Proceed as before. 
~fu.a t makes the i say its own name? Good. 
Write on 
• (Flash 
ound makes 
e v sound and 
Pass out flash cards to individual , eta. 
Proceed through testing and making flash 
.-
Lesson II. 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph sheet presentation. 
1. Look at your list of words. 
2. Say the word under each Indian hat. 
3. Write the word on the hat. Mark the talk. 1 
4. Color each one. 
like nice 
only goes most grocer 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Put the correct spelling word in each sentence. 
Look at the first letter. 
1. I 1 to read a book. 
---
2. This is a n 
---
day. 
3. It is t 
---
to go home. 
4. Father went for a r __ _ in the car. 
5. Three and two are r ___ • 
6. The fire engine went to the f • 
7. This is f work. 
---
8. Can you r 
---
o __ _ on your back? 
9. .Are you the o __ _ one here? 
10. M of the children have gone home. 
11. There g the mailman. 
12. The gr can help us. 
If 
Lesson TV. Word Meaning or Analysis. 
Usi ng hectograph sheet or blackboard. 
1. Write two words that being with long o. 
1 
-----
2 ____ _ 
2. Write two words that have long o and begin with g. 
l ____ _ 2 ____ _ 
3. Write a long o word that ends with st. 
l _____ _ 
4. Write seven words that have a quiet e at the end of 
of the word and an i that talks. -
1;.._ ___ _ 2 ____ _ 3 ____ _ 
4 ____ _ 5 ____ _ 6 ___ _ 
"'----
5. Write three words that begin with f. 
2 
-----
1~--- 3 ___ _ 
6. ~Vhat sound does c make in the word nice? 
I 
I 
l 
I 
Lesson v. 
1. Have children say and spell ward as you take it off 1 
the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test sheets. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. Put it into sentence. 
5. Repeat word. 
6. Children write. 
Name __ Date ________________________ __ 
1. You to play. (like} 
----
2. vThat a 
----
day this is. (nice} 
3. What is it? (time} 
4. I can have a time working. (fine} 
in the car. (ride) 
pennies. (five) 
---
5. come take a 
---
6. Here are 
----
?. Can you hear the 
----
engines go by? (fire) 
8. the ball. (roll} 
9. Say it ______ again. (over} 
10. The boy is the one in the room. (only) 
---
of the children are gone. (most) 
---
11. 
12. The is a man. (grocer} 
---
-.. . _ . ..._, 
I Week x. 
I Lesson I. 
Material: Flash cards. 
Review - fine, fire, five 
New - dime, white, write, pie, kind, night 
·~ Procedure: 
How many vowels do we know? Let 1 s put them into these 
Puritan hats. 
Vlhat do they say? Yes, their own names. 
Today, we are going to work with vowels that have long~ 
some we have had. They are our Review words. 
You are a fine (flash word fine) class. Put on black-
boal"'d• \'\'hy does the i say i"tSSwn name? Mark it. Have 
individual child say word, match and spell it, then call 
on class to say and spell it. 
vi-ha t word that begins with f can be very dangerous? 
Yes, fire. (Flash it.) V'fr ite on blackboard. Proceed 
as before. 
Think of a number under ten that begins with f. Good, 
five. (Flash it.) Write on blackboard. Proceed as be-
fore. How are these words different? Mark each differ-
ent sound with different colored chalk. 
Ten pennies are called what? (Flash word dime.) 
on blackboard. Proceed as before. ----
Write I 
I 
I The opposite of black is what? {Flash word white.) Put j 
on blackboard. ~lhite starts like a question word. \~at 
sound do you hear at the beginning? Proceed as before. 1 
Can you write (flash word write) a letter to me? Put on! 
blackboard. Vlhat does write begin with? How is it 
different from white? Do you hear the w a£ the be-l· ginning? Let 's put a red 1 ight under wr to help us 
remember. This word tells us to take a pencil and write. 
What other word sounds like write but tells us a direc-
tion? I 111 put it on the blackboard. It rhymes with 
light. right. Don 1t let it catch you. Proceed as be-
fore. 
You like to have the next word for dessert. 
word~· (Flash word.) Put on blackboard. 
before. 
It is the 
Proceed as 
\IThat do all these words end with? Yes, silent e. Ylhat ' 
do t hey make the i in the middle say? Good. Mark them. 
Please be kind to animals. (Flash word kind.) Put on 
blackboard. What kind of shoes are you wearing? What 
does the i in kind say? Mark it. Proceed as before. 
We go to bed at seven each night. (Flash word night.) 
Put on blackboard. What does the i in night say? Mark 
it. ~!hat two sounds are polite in this word? Fine, put 
a line under the polite sounds. We spell these sounds 
but do not say them. Proceed as before. 
Pas s out flash cards to individual children, etc . 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards. 
Lesson II. 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph sheet presentation. 
1. Look at your list of words. 
2. Say each word to yourself. 
3. Match each word on a £eather 
4. Mark each 'I that talks. 
5. Color the 
Lesson III. 
In each box put a ring around the word that is the same 
as the word at the top. 
like 
look 
like 
lake 
fire 
fine 
fire 
five 
write 
white 
wrote 
write 
night 
nite 
night 
right 
fine 
fine 
fire 
five 
dime 
dime 
dome 
dame 
pie 
pie 
piece 
pit 
write 
write 
white 
wrote 
five 
fine 
fire 
five 
white 
write 
when 
white 
kind 
king 
kind 
kitten 
1uhite 
~en here 
hite 
..:...... c.. .. .:. • . 
Lesson IV. Word Meaning or Analysis. 
Using hectograph sheet or blackboard. 
1. Choose the correct word from your spelling list. 
2. Underline it. 
1. This is work. 
fine five fi re 
2. Can you see the ? 
five fire fine 
3. and one are six. 
five fire fine 
4. Ten cents is a. • dame dime dome 
5. Can you a letter? 
write right 
6. Apple is good to eat. 
pay pie pea 
rr. You are good and • kind king kitten 
8. Good to you. 
night nice right 
9. The chalk is • 
write, white, wet 
3. Write a spelling word that is opposite to: 
2. bad----1. black 
----
3. day----
4. 1i'{ri te a word that be gins with 
2. wr 
---
1. wh 
---
3. p. _ _ _ 4. k 
----
5. Write three words that begin with f• 
1. f 
- ---
2. f . ___ _ 3. f ___ _ 
Lesson v. 
Name 
1. Have children say and spell word as you take it off 
the chart. 
2. P·ass out spelling test papers. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. put into sentence. 
5. Repeats word. 
6. Children write. · 
Date 
1. I have a to spend. (dime) 
2. You have a pretty blouse. (white) 
3. Will you a letter for me? (write) 
4. I like and ice cream. (pie) 
5. Be good and • (kind) 
6. Good to you. (night) 
"7. That is a paper. (fine) 
8. We need ___ to keep us warm. (:f;'ire) 
g. girls came to the party. (five) 
I_ 
... ~ - . t 
week xr. 
Lesson I. 
Materials: 1. 5 derbies with 
~{jy~ 
2. Flash cards 
on is if am an as ask after apple 
Procedure: 
We kn~~ that vowels can say their own names. Look at 
these lists of words. Read each list for me. 
1. 
go 
so 
no 
he 
she 
2. 
make 
broke 
kite 
five 
grade 
3. 
beet 
rain 
read 
train 
mail 
4. 
kind 
night 
light 
right 
sight 
Look at 1 ist one. How many vowels in each word? \IVhere 
does the vowel come? vVhat does it say? Good. We know 
a story for this vowel. Tell it to us. Mal:'k the long 
vowels. 
Look at list two. Proceed as before. 
Look at list three. Pl:'oceed as before. 
I! '· '-
' 
Look at list four. Once in a great while, there is one ' 
vowel in the middle that says its ~vn name. These vowels ! 
are there to catch us, so we must be very careful of the~j 
Since it happens once in a while, be on the look out for . 
that kind of vowel. 
Today we are going to meet the baby sisters and brothers 
of the long vowels. We show a short vowel by putting a 
derby hat on it. It looks like this. Put the 5 derbies 
on spelling chart • . 
Short 0 says o as in hot. (write on blackboard) 
Short i says i as in it. (write on blackboard) 
Short a says a as in at. (write on blackboard) 
Short u says u as in up. (wr i te on blackboard) 
Short e says e as in yet. (write on blackboard) 
I 
'I 1 
Have children read together. Have individual children 
read separately. Have children read together. 
vVhat short vowel do you hear i n this word? I put my 
pencil on your desk. (Flash the word on.) What short 
vowel do you see in this word? Write on on the black-
b oard. Mark the short vowel. Have individual child s ay 
word, match and spell it, then call on class to s a y and 
spell i t. 
v~at does short i say in i t? What sound does short i : 
have? What is that thing on your desk? (Flash word is.) 1 
Put on blackboard. Vihat sound does the i have in is?--
Pro c eed as before. I 
If you are good citizens, we can paint. (Flash word if'.) 
put under is on blackboard. What sound does the i have 
i n if? -
I am standing here. (Flash word~·) Put on black-
board. 
\~t sound does short a have in at? 
What sound does short a he.ve i n am? 
Mark the short a. Proceed as before. 
Have you an apple for lunch? (Flash word an.) Put on 
blackboard under am. say the short a sound-rn an. 
Proceed as before:-
As y ou learn to spell, 
as.) Put on blackboard 
a-say in as? Mark it. 
as. Proceed as before. 
you learn to read. (Flash word 
under am. What does the short 
Give me-a story about the word 
Can you ask a quest i on? 
board under am. Vlhere is 
does it sound? Mark it. 
in the word ask? Proceed 
(Flash word ask.) Put on bla 
the vowel in"""tli:is word? What 
Vfhat little word do you hear 
as before. 
You may go home after your work is done. (Flash word 
after.) Put on blackboard under gm. What does the a in 
after say? Mark it. Give me a story using the word 
af'ter. Proceed as before. 
Eat an apple each day. (Flash word aptle.) Put on 
blackboard under am. What sound does t e a have in 
apple? Mark it. \'Vha. t twins do you see in the word 
apple? Put a red line under the t win letters. What 
silent letter does the word apple have? Mark it. 
====-----
Pr oceed as before. 
What does the short 0 say in on? 
VJhat does the short i say in rs and in if? 
What does the short a say in am, ~' as-;-ask, after, 
aWfile? 
1 ere do the short sounds come in each ·word? ·: Good. 
1J!lhen you see one vcmel and it comes at the beginning of 
a word, the vowel is usually short. 
' Who can tell my story to all the children? Have several : 
children repeat story. · 
Pass out flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards. 
Lesson II. 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph sheet presentation. 
1. Look at your list of words. 
2. Say each word to yourself. 
3. cut out each word. 
4. P'aste each word under the word it matches on your bel~ 
5. Be ready to read your bells to the children. 
6. color your short o bells red. 
~. Color your short 1 bells green. 
8. Color your short a bells yellow. 
if 
on 
an 
if 
is 
apple 
as 
ask 
am 
after 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet or blackboard. 
1. Put the spelling words where they belong. 
on is if am an as ask after apple 
1. I have apple. on an 
2. He in my grade. is if 
3. I a boy. an am 
4. Sit the chair. an on 
5. I cannot go it is raining. is if 
6. She will her Mother to go. as ask 
?. you eat, you may play. as after 
8. An is good for you. apple after 
9. I was walking down the an as 
street, I saw the mailman. 
Lesson IV. Word Meaning or Analy~is. 
I. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. these words in the where 
ask on if apple as an is am after 
2. Mark the short vowel in each word. 
3. Write the t wo spelling words that begin with short i. !I 
1. 2. 1 
4. Write the spelling word that begins with short o. I 
1. _____ _ 
5 . Write six spelling words that begin with short a. 
1. ___ _ 2. ____ _ 3. ___ _ 
4. ___ _ 5. ____ _ 6. ___ _ 
6. Write the spelling word that is the opposite of 
off befo_r_e __ _ 
is not 
am not----
7. Write the spelling word you can eat. 
8. Write t ·wo spelling words that end with _n __ n 
9. Write the spelling word that ends with _f. 
II 
II 
)I 
,( 
Lesson V. 
1. Have Children say and spell word as you take it off 
the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test papers. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. Puts into sentence. 
5. Repeats word. 
6. Children write. 
Date Name 
---------------------------- -------------------------
1. Put your hat your head. (on) 
2. Everyone here today. ( is ) 
---
3. You can go the day is clear. (if) 
---
4. Eat an a day. (apple) 
----
5. airplane. (an) John made 
---
6. You can me for a story. (ask) 
---
7. I a good citizen. (am) 
8. I am going to school ____ soon as I am ready. (as) 
9. supper, read a book. (after) 
I 
~~--
'! week XII· 
Lesson I. 
Materials: 1. 5 derbies with @~& .{!)@ 
2. Review words: 
New Words: 
P·rocedure: 
ask 
up 
after apple 
us end eggs 
every 
ever 
Let 1 s play a game. (Divide class into 2 sides.) Write 
words hot, it, at on blackboard. Let's see how many of 
us can remember the short sounds we learned last week. 
Each child has turn as teacher flashes derbies with o, i, l 
a. Let child keep record on blackboard to see which side 1 
wins. I will say the first one for you (turn derb~). 1 
Short o says o as in the word hot. Proceed through class.! 
I 
Today we have some review words. Write Review Words on 1 
blackboard. Listen while I ask you about some words. 
(Flash word ask.) Put on blackboard under Review words. 
Let child say:-match, spell it, then call on class to say 1 
and spell it. 
We can have fUn after our work is done. (Flash word 
after.) Put under Review words. Proceed as before. 
Who has an apple for lunch? (Flash word apple.) Put 
on blackboard under Review words. Proceed as before. 
uVhat do all these words begin with? \~at sound does 
short a make? Mark the short a's. 
Today, we are going to meet short u and short e. 
short u says u as in the word up. (write on blackboard) 
Short e says e as in the word get. (write on blackboard) ! 
Tell me what short u says. Call on several children. 
Tell me what short e says. Call on several children. I' 
Have children read together what short u.says. 
Have children read together what short e says. 
The opposite of the word down is up. (Flash word ,!!12•) 
Put on blackboara. vi!hat short vowel do you see in this 
word? Say it. Mark it. Let child say, match, spell it, 
then call on class to say and spell it. 
=r-
1 
I 
_ll:__ 
The teacher gave us a part. (Flash word us.) 
up. What does the short u in up say? Markit. 
as before. 
Put under ,/ 
Proceed 1 
I 
Every story has a beginning and an end. (Flash word end.)l 
Put on blackboard. hat does end begin with. !.!b'hat does II 
the short e say? Let 1 s read it together. Yes, short e 11 
says e as in the word get. Have several children say 'I 
word. Mark the vowel. Proceed as before • ~~ 
Eggs are good for us to eat. (Flash word ~· ) Put 
under word end. Sound the vowel. Mark the vowel. Look 
at this word. Does it tell us ·about one egg or many I 
eggs? Good, When we add an s it makes mare than one. 
Proceed as before.· 
Did you ever wish for an East er egg? (Flash word ever.) 1 
put on blackboard under short e. vi/hat does the shorte 
1
j 
in ever say? Say it. Mark it. What is the ending in 
ever? Put a ring around the er. Think of another spell- 11 
ing word on our 1 ist that has the same ending. Put a 'I 
ring around the ending in after. Proceed as before. 
Everyone in this room is a good listener. (Flash word . 
every.) Put on blackboard under short e wcrds. Who can 
see a little spelling word in t his big word? Good, ever. 
~fuat did we add to make a new word? Fine, a y that 
s ays e. Mark the y that says long e. v!fuat does e say 
at the beginning of the word every? Mark it, short. 
Give me a story about the word every. Give me a story 
about the word ever. Proceed as before. 
~~at does the short a say in apple? 
What does the short u say in up? 
\Vhat does the short e say in ever? 
i'-ho can tell me the story about vowels that come at the 
beginning of words? Let's say it together. 
Pass out flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards . 
I 
Lesson II. 
1. Spel ling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph sheet presentation. 
1. Look at your list of words. 
2. Say each word to yourself. 
3. Write each word on the card" 
CARD 
1. _____ _ 
2. _____ _ 
3. _____ _ 
4. _____ _ 
5. _____ _ 
6. _____ _ 
-----
7. _____ _ 
....... ---- ___ __..,._ 
8. _____ _ 
9. _____ _ 
·4. out out the card . 
5. Color the tree slide green. 
6. Out on dotted lines. 
7. Out out the slide. 
8. Be ready to say the words to the class. 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet or blackboard. 
1. Draw a line U.."Ylder the word the.t is the same as the 
first word. 
1. up up us use up 
2. ask as am ask an 
3. end end ever eggs every 
4. apple an after apple am 
5. ever end eggs ever every 
6 . after after apple after am 
'7. us up us us up 
8. every ever every every eggs 
9. eggs eggs every eggs ever 
2. Vlhat vowel am I, Mark me. 
( ask 
(after I go with ask, after, apple. 
(apple Vfuat vowel am I? 
(up I go with up and us. 
(us \'llhat vowel am I? 
(end 
(eggs I go with end, eggs, ever, every. 
(ever What vowel am I? 
(every 
II 
Lesson IV. Word Meaning or Analysis. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
Here are your spelling words: 
ask after apple up us end eggs ever every 
1. Make more than one by adding 1!.. 
apple egg----
2. Add s, ed, ing to these words to make new words. 
ask 
----
end 
----
3. Make a story for ever, every, ~· Begin with a 
capital. End w~a period. 
1. ______________________________________________ _ 
2. ________________________ ___ 
3·--------------------------·---------------------
4. 1Nrite a spelling word that is the opposite of 
before 
down 
5. Write 4 spelling wards that begin with short e. 
1. ___ _ 2. ___ _ 3. ____ _ 4. ____ _ 
6. Write 2 spelling words that begin with short u. 
1. _____ _ 2 •. ____ ~ 
Lesson v. 
1. Have children say and spell word as you take it off , 
the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test papers. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. Puts into sentence. 
5. Repeats word. 
6. Children write. 
Name Date 
----------------------
1. May I ______ you something? (ask) 
2. Eat an today. (apple) 
----
into the air. (up} 3. The kite flew 
---
4. This is the ______ of my story . (end) 
5. are good to eat. (eggs) 
---
6. Please let go to the game. (us) 
----
7. Did you see a lassie? (ever) 
---
8. I will paint my work is done. (after) 
9. day we like to play. (every) 
---
.. '-.. 
...:.. . - '--
=-i L _____ _ 
I 
Week XIII. 
Lesson I. 
Materials: 1. • 5 vowels Je stfur • ~ ~. 'P.7 v u a e 1 ~ Fl sh c~ 
Procedure: 
top 
shop 
stop 
long 
song 
box pond dog gone 
Let 1 s play hop scotch. (Divide class into 2 sides.) 
Write hot, at, get, it, up on blackboard. Review short 
sounds. MakfiB'~ on blackboard, 
Each child bas turn and must say all short sounds cor-
rectly to score point for side. Child keeps score. 
Today we are going to learn s orne words that have the 
short o sound. 1Nhat does short o say? Call on several 
children with inferior auditory sense. 
The opposite of the bottom is the top. 'Nhat does this 
word say? (Flash word !££.•) Write on blackboard. 
What short vowel do you see in top? \11Jhat short vowel do 
you hear in top? Mark it. Let Child say, match, spell 
it, then call on class to say and spell it. Vfuat can 
spin that is called by the same name? 
Here is a word that rhymes with top. It tells us where 
to buy things. (Flash word s~op.) Put under word top 
on blackboard. Proceed as be ore. 
When you see a red light you must stop. (Flash word 
~·) Does stop rhyme with top and shop? Let 1s put it 1 
~he same column. What two sounds do you hear at the 
beginning of stop? What sound do you hear at the end 
in top, shop, stop? Put a line under the sound at the 
end that is the same. What short sound do you hear in 
these words? Mark them. Proceed as before. 
- -=4=============================~~~======~====== 
The opposite of short is long. (Flash word lhng.) Put 
on blackboard. Mark and make a long o and a s. ort o. 
Proceed as before. 
song rhymes with long. (Flash word son~.) Put under 
long on blackboard. Put a box around~ parts that are 
alike in song and long. Proceed as before. 
Every child should have a storage box in his desk. 
(Flash word box.) Put on blackboard. What little word 
do you hear in box? Proceed as before. 
Little fish like to swim in a pond. (Flash word pohd.) 
put on blackboard. Vl.hat two sounds do you hear at t e 
end of pond? How large is a pond? Proceed as before. 
Have you a pet dog? {Flash word~.) Put on black-
board. Proceed as before. 
Mark has gone to another school. (Flash word gone.) 
put on blackboard. Wihat does the e in gone say? Mark it. 
Vfhat little word do you hear in gone? Spell it. Put a 
box around it. Proceed as before. 
Here is another story about short vowels. Vfuen there 
is one vowel at the beginning or in the middle, it 
usually (not all the time) is short. Finish marking all 
short o 's. 
Have several children repeat rule and give examples. 
Pass out flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards. 
Lesson II. 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph sheet presentation. 
1. Each spelling word is in a stocking. 
2. Say each word. Mark the short o. Color _each 
3 . Hang it under the word in the phrase where 
sing a song stop and shop 
see the top spin a long story 
the song box a little pond 
small black dog has gone away 
,, 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet or blackboard. 
1. Underline and put the correct word in each space. 
1. The was on the table. 
box f'ox 
2. You can spin your in the yard. 
stop top 
3. How is your ruler? 
song long 
4. A bird sings a • 
song long 
5. See the new • 
shop stop 
6. at the red light. 
shop stop 
'7. The has a master. 
dog boy 
8. Janet has away. 
gone going 
9. Fish can swim in a • 
play pond 
I 
I 
Lesson IV• ~ord Meaning or Analysis. 
1. Using hectograph sheet. 
Here are your spelling words: 
top shop stop long song box pond dog gone 
1. Write a spelling word that means the same as the 
word at the beginning. 
1. store 5. stand still 
2. pool 6. went 
3. animal that barks 7. melody 
4. a spinning toy 
2. Write 3 spelling words that rhyme with hop. 
1. ___ _ 2. 
----
3. ___ _ 
3. Write 2 spelling words that rhyme with .B.£!!g• 
1. ___ _ 2. 
----
4. Write 1 spelling word that rhymes with fog. 
1. ___ _ 
5. Write 1 spelling word that r hymes with fox. 
1. 
----
6. Write 1 spelling ward that ends with silent e. 
1. e 
----
7. Write 1 spelling word that ends with nd. 
l. ___ _.;nd 
Lesson V. 
1. Have children say and spell word as you take it off 
the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test papers. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. Puts into sentence. 
5. Repeats word. 
6. Children vvrite. 
Name Date 
------------------------
1. Please 
---
at once. (stop) 
2. That is a pretty painted • 
----
(box) 
3. The ran away. (dog) 
4. The boy has home. (gone) 
---
5. This has clothes for you and me. (shop) 
---
6. Put your pencil on ____ __ of your desk. (top) 
7. 
8. 
9. 
That dog has a tail. 
---
The children sang a ___ • 
Fish can live in a _ ......... _• 
(long) 
(song) 
(pond) 
eek XIV. 
Lesson I. 
Materials: Flash cards. 
Procedure: 
can 
ran 
man 
pan 
has had 
bad 
glad 
cat 
hat 
fat 
that 
Write on blackboard after soliciting from children. 
short a says a as in the word at. Ask several children 
to give sound of short a and to illustrate with word. 
Can you give the sound of short a? (Flash word can.) 
Write on blackboard. Can can say something else?--x can 
can be used for packing something. Fish is packed in a 
can. What short sound do you bear in can? Mark it. 
~fuat little word do you hear in can? Put a ring around 
it. What sound does the c make? Hard c, put a k on the 
c. Let child say, match, spell it, then call on class to 
say and spell it • 
I ran down the street.(Flash word ran.) Put under can 
on blackboard. Proceed as before.---
Tell me another word I can make by crossing out the r 
and putting in an m. Good. (Flash word man.} Put under 
can. Proceed as before. ---
I want a word that rhymes with can that Mother uses for 
cooking. Fine. (Flash word pan. ) Put under can on 
blackboard. Proceed as before. 
I am going to add an h to as. What have I? (Flash word 1 ~·) Put . on blackboard. Proceed as before. 
Let me put a d in place of the s in has. What new word 
did I make? Good. (Flash word had.) Put on blackboard. , 
Proceed as before. 
The opposite of good is a rhyming word with had. Yes, 
it is bad. (Flash word ~.) Put under had. Proceed 
as before. 
-.. ~- . 
The opposite of sad is glad. (Flash word glad.) Put 
under had on blackboard. VJhat sounds do you hear at the 
beginning of the word glad? Good. vVhat word does glad 
rhyme with? Proceed as before. 
\Vho would like a pet cat? (Flash word cat.) Put on 
blackboard. 1JIIhat little ward do you hear in cat? Put a 
box around it. Proceed as before. 
What do you hear on your head that rhymes with cat? 
Right. (Flash word hat.) Put under cat on blackboard. 
Proceed as before. 
If you are not thin, you are fat. (Flash word fat.) 
Put on blackboard under cat. Proceed as before.---
I am pointing to that 
blackboard under cat. 
ginning of that? ·what 
Spell the whole word. 
chair. (Flash word that.) 
1Jilh at sounds do you hear at 
little word do you hear in 
Proceed as before. 
Put on 
the be-
that? 
All these words have a vowel that says the same sound. 
What is that sound? Mark the vowels for us. 
Tell us the story of the one vowel and what it says. 
Pass out flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards. 
...- . ... -
I Lesson II. 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Oral presentation on hectograph sheet. 
1. Each Santa has a word. 
2. After teacher says the word, children say and spell wo 
and put the number before it on the line. 
3. Children write word to corresponding number at bottom 
of page . 
4. List of words. 
1. can 
6. cat 
11. fat 
2. had 
'7. man 
12. glad 
3. has 
8. hat 
4. ran 
9. pan 
5. that 
10. bad· 
1. __ _ 2. 
----
3. __ _ 4 •. __ _ 5. 6. 
---
I 
lj 
I 
'7. __ _ 8. __ _ 9. __ _ 10. __ _ 
-
11. 12. 'I 
-· - --=- --=- ---:.=.... -
\I i 
==' - -:-=--=--
II 
,, 
,I 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet or blackboard. 
1. put a ring around the two words that are the same in 
each box. 
can 
ran 
can 
man 
has 
his 
hat 
has 
man 
fat 
fat 
pan 
ad 
had 
his 
hid 
man 
fan 
can 
man 
can 
pan 
pan 
man 
ad 
glad 
had 
lad 
tnat 
hat 
that 
this 
had 
bad 
had 
sad 
th-l.s 
that 
that 
t hem 
ran 
ran 
can 
man 
bit 
bat 
bad 
bad 
cat 
cat 
hat 
that 
hat 
hot 
hat 
hit 
man 
can 
ran 
can 
his 
has 
has 
had 
1. -!~: .. 
Lesson IV • Word Meaning or Analysis 
Using hectograph sheet. 
Here are your spelling words: 
can ran man pan has had bad cat hat 
1. In these rhymes put in the correct words. 
2. Use these words: 
Once there was 
He got himself 
Then he opened 
That and 
3. Use these words: 
can ran man 
a little :-----· 
a small f'ry ___ • 
a great big __ _ 
and and 
cat hat fat 
Did you ever see a little 
'lll ho grew so big and got so __ _ 
He could not fit into any ___ _ 
This is a story, so that is • 
4. Making words: 
pan 
---· 
that 
c and an is 
r and an is ---
c and at is 
h and at is 
fat that 
m and an is 
p and an is ---
f' and at is ---
th and at is 
---
h and as is 
5. What have you? 
1. Take has. Cross out the s. Put in a d. 
Vlhat have you'? 
2. Take had. Cross out the h. Put in a b. 
What have you? 
3. Take had. Cross out the h. Put in £!• 
Vt!hat have you? 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l' 
I! 
II 
1: 
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LeSSOTI V. 
1. Have children say and spell word as you take if off 
the chart. 
2. Pass out spelling test papers. 
3. Teacher says word. 
4. Puts into sentence. 
5. Repeats word. 
6. Children write. 
Name Date 
1. 
2. 
. 3. 
4. 
you run fast? (can) 
is a pet • ( cat) A ___ _ 
The boy a kite. (has) 
---
Please pick up ______ paper. 
5. Ann a cold. (had) 
----
6. It was a __ __ cold. (bad} 
----------------------
(that) 
7. Take your __ _ off in school. (hat) 
8. I see a big __ _ dog. (fat) 
9. The girl __ _ to school. (ran) 
10. A --- is used for cooking. (pan) 
11. A --- came to see us. (man) 
to see you. (glad) 12. We are 
----
I . 
~==~-====-~ ·=====~ ==== --·--------- -- ---
I 
It 
I 
I 
II 
I 
Vi eek XV. 
Lesson I. 
Materials: Flash cards 
Procedure: 
fast 
last 
cap bag back 
black 
bank 
thank 
hands flag 
This week's spelling list has short a's in each word. 
\)!Jha t does short a sound? Ask several children. 
VJhat is the opposite of slow? Yes, fast. (Flash word 
fast.) Put on blackboard. 'lflhat two sounds do you hear 'I 
at the end of the word fast? Put a 1 ine under the sounds . I 
~nat do you hear at the beginning? Vlhat short vowel that 
we know is part of this word? Mark it. Let child say, 
match, spell it, then call on class to say and spell it. 
Vlhat is the opposite of the word first? Last. (Flash 
word last.) Write on blackboard under fast. Last means 
something else. It can tell us about shoes. When a shoe 
is put together, we say it has been lasted. Proceed as 
before. 
What do you wear on 
Yes, a baseball cap. 
board. How is a cap 
before. 
your heads when you play baseball? 
(Flash word~·) Put on black-
different from a hat? Proceed as 
A bag can be used for many things. (Flash word bag.) 
Put on blackboard. Let 1 s name some things a bag can be 
used for. Proceed as before. 
When I send you on an errand, I ask you to come back 
right away. Sometimes I ask you to sit in the back of 
the room. Look at the back of ycur hand. Think of the 
things you do in your backyard. What word am I going to 
flash? Yes, the word back. (Flash word back.) Put on 
blackboard. Doesn't this word tell us many-things? Can 
you give me a story using the word back? Get several 
answers. The ck in back is very different. Let's put a 
line under the two sounds to remember them. What does 
the ck say? Proceed as before. 
This word is like back. If you cross out the b at the 
beginning and put in _!2!, you will have a new word that 
is a color. (Flash word black.) Put on blackboard under 
back. What does the bl sound? What other color can you 
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think of that begins like black? Proceed as before. 
Every other Tuesday, we have a bank day. (Flash word 
bank.) Put on blackboard. What two sounds do you hear 
at the end of bank. Put a box around them. V:fhat other 
bank can you tell me a story about~ Fine. A river has 
a bank. Proceed as before. 
Let 1s erase the bat the beginning of bank and put in a 
th. What new polTte word did I make? Yes, thank. 
l'Flash word thank.) Put on blackboard under bank. vVhat 
sounds do you hear at the beginning of the word thank? 
at the end? in the middle? Proceed as before. 
we like to keep our hands clean. (Flash word hands.} 
Put on blackboard. How many hands am I talking about? 
1Nhat letter tells you it is more than one hand. Vihat 
little word do you see in hands? Proceed as before. 
A'lways take 
word fiag.) 
beginn ng of 
have a flag? 
before. 
your hat off as the flag goes by. (Flash 
Put on blackboard. What do you hear at the 
the word? at the end? Does every country 
Tell us the story of our flag. Proceed as 
All these words have a vowel that has the same sound . 
\~at is that sound? Mark the vowels. 
Pass aut flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards. 
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Lesson II· 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Blackboard presentation. 
1. Fold 9 x 12 drawing paper into 8 boxes. 
2. Number each box front and back. 
3. Now children have 16 labelled boxes. 
4. Children say and spell each word as teacher -asks 
riddles. 
5. Using chart, children follow written directions on 
blackboo.rd. 
a. Read each story to yourself. 
b. Draw a picture for each of these stor·ies. 
c. Label each picture with the story. 
1. A rabbit goes fast. 
2. The milkman came first, the mailman last. 
3. This is my new cap. 
4. See my lunch bag. 
5 • Look at my hands • 
6. The ring is black. 
?. I put money in the bank. 
8. Thank you for the flag. 
9. You have a big back yard. 
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Lesson h sheet • 
hectograp under the Us~ngg word list • . 1' g word. Put it - I Us l.Il t spel :!l1 
e the corre~t belongs. I 1 • Choos e whe e pictur 
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Lesson IV. Word Meaning ar Analysis. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
Here are your spelling words. Mark short a with a red 
crayon. 
back 
cap 
black 
bag 
bank 
hands 
thank 
flag 
fast last 
1. Write the spelling word that is the opposite of 
frgnt 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
white 
sl~!f 
f:trst 
fe~t 
Answer these riddles. 
Vlhat spelling word do you wear on your head? 
What spelling word do you put lunch into? 
\v.hat spelling word talks about something 
that waves? 
What spelling word is a polite word? 
Y.Yhat spelling word t ells about money? 
Write thr ee spelling words that begin with b. 
1. ____ _ 2. ____ _ 3. 
-----
Write t wo spelling words that end with _g. 
1. ____ _ 2. 
-----
Vrite t wo spelling words that end with nk. 
1. 2. 
- - --- -----
Write two spelling words that end with ck. 
1. ____ _ 2. 
-----
7. :Make more than one by adding ~. 
1. back 
---
3. cap 
---
5. hand 
---
2. bank 
---
4. bag 
---
6. flag 
---
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Lesson v. 
1. Have children say and spell word as you take it off 
the chart. 
2. Introduce dictation. 
Discussion of beginning and ending of sentence; 
of phrases vs. complete story. 
Children give several sentence orally. 
Teacher writes on blackboard in small letters. 
Children correct by inserting capitals and periods. 
3. Pass out papers. 
4. Teacher dictates sentence using spelling vocabulary. 
5. Children repeat sentence. 
6. Individuals repeat sentence. 
'7. Teacher repeats. 
8. Children write. 
9. Teacher says spelling wards. 
10. Children underline spelling words. 
Sentences for dictation--
1. My .£§12. is in the bag. 
2. Thank you for the flag. 
3. Color the bank black. 
4 .. You have two hands. 
4. Can you run ~? 
5. I am the last in the line. 
Vleek XVI 
Lesson I 
candy happy rabbit glass have pet 
Procedure: 
met 
let 
wet 
get 
yet 
market 
Let 1 s play "Getting a Snowman". (Divide class into 2 
sides A and B.) Write hot at get it up on black-
boar d. Class review of short sounds. Each child h a s turn 
and must say all short sounds correctly. If child does, 
he comes up to blackboard and makes a head of a sno~~an 
under his side, A or B. The side that has the most snow-
men wins. 
After we finish our short a sounds today, we are going to 
meet the short e or e sound. What does the e in get say? 
Call on children with poor auditory sense. 
Our first word tells us about something sweet we like to 
eat. It is the word candy. (Flash word candy.) Put on 
blackboard. V.fua t little word do you hear in candy? Put a 
ring around it. Viha t does the y sound in candy? Mark the 
y with a long e over it. Let child say, match, spell it, 
then call on the class to say and spell it. 
vVhat word that ends the same way as candy, tells me you 
are glad? Yes, happy. (Flash word happy.) Put on black-
board. Mark the y that says long e. Miat must I be care-
ful of in spelling happy? Correct, it has twin letters. 
Put a line under them. Proceed as before. 
Wha t is a11.other name for a hare that we talked about at 
Easter time? That's good, a rabbit. (Flash word rabbit.) 
Put on blackboard. Underline the part we must be careful 
of. Put a ring around the little word in rabbit. Proceed 
as before. 
We drink wat er from a g1 ass. (Flash word glass.) Put 
on blackboard. Glass has t win letters, too. Put a line 
under them. What two sounds do you hear at the beginning 
of the word glass? Proceed as before. 
Listen for this catchy word. I have very nice children 
in my room. (Flash word have.} \'-hat does the a say in 
have? Mark it. Vfuat does the e say in have? Mark it 
with red chalk. Be careful you don't forget the silent e. 
Vfuat do all the a 1s say? Mark them quickly. 
I am going to ask you some riddles. See if you can guess 
the spelling words. Think of a word that rhymes wi th get 
and begins wi th a P• V~at is the word? Pet. (Flash word 
~.) Put on blackboard. Proceed as before. 
Change the p to m. What have you? 
~·) Put on blackboard under pet. 
Change the m to 1. \v.hat have you? 
~.} Put on blackboard under pet. 
Met. (Flash word 
Proceed as before. 
Let. (Flash word 
Proceed as before. 
Change the 1 to w. What have you? 'Ihe opposite of dry, 
wet. (Flash word wet. ) Put under list. Pro ceed as be-
fore. 
Change the w to g. What have you? Get. (Flash word 
~.) Put under list. Proceed as before. 
Here's a hard one. Change the g to y. You have yet. 
Good. (Flash word lli•) Put u nder list. Proceed as 
before. 
Mother shops here for _food. It ends the same as pet, 
met, let, wet, get, yet, 'What is it? Yes, market . 
(Flash word mar ket.} Put under list. Tell me about the 
a in market that is followe d by r. Fine, the r changes 
the sound of a. Find a littl e wor d in market. Put a box 
around it. Proceed as before. 
Vfhat does the short e say in pet; in met; in let ; in 
wet, in get ; in yet; in market? Mark the short e's. 
Pass out flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through t e sting and making flash cards. 
Lesson II. 
1. spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph presentation. 
1. Put in snowmen, short ones in 
2. Write a word with the correct short vowel sound under 
each mitten. 
at it up get hot 
3. Say the word. Mark the short vowels in each word. 
candy happy rabbit glass have pet met 
let meet get yet market 
4. Use spelling list. put in the word that rhymes with 
the underlined word. 
1. Pandt has some • market 
2. The ass had a • wet 
3. Clappy, the monkey was • rabbit 
4. "' can ~'" said the • l.candy 
5. She met a • pet 
6. Get SO'itie food in the happy 
rr. ~not let him get glass 
5. Underline the word that is the same in the phrase. 
market 
yet 
have 
happy 
to the market 
yet he came 
have you a cent 
a happy girl 
., 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Here are your spelling words: 
candy happy rabbit glass have pet met 
let wet get yet market 
2. Write all the spelling words that rhyme with the word 
pet. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
3. Answer these riddles with a spelling word. 
1. I am sweet • I am good to eat • 
What word am I? 
2. I am glad. I am gay. 
\~at word am I? 
3. You drink from me. I am like a cup. 
vThat word am I? 
4. I am an animal. I can hop. 
What word am I? 
5. If you go out in the rain, you will get 
6. Mother shops in me. 
I a.'11 called a ___ • 
?. You like to play with me. 
I am called a • 
6. 
---· 
I . . 
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Lesson IV. Word Meaning or Analysis. 
Using blackboard. 
1. ~ rite a sentence for each phrase. 
2. Draw a picture for each sentence. 
1. happy rabbit --------------·--------------------
2. has a candy cane ---------------------------------
3. sent to market -------------------------------------
4. from a glass --------------------------------------
5 . a little pet ----------------------------------
6. met you------------------------------------------
?. go to market 
8. get wet ------------------------------------------
9. let me --------------------------------------------
10. yet he came ---------------------------------------
Lesson V. 
1. Have children say and spell word as you take it off 
the chart. 
2. Review dictation rules. 
How to begin and end sentences. 
How to write sentences vs. phrases. 
Several oral sentences from children. 
sentences on blackboard incorrectly written. 
Corrections by children. 
3. Pass out papers. 
4. Teacher dictates sentence using spelling vocabulary. 
5 . Children repeat sentence. 
6. Individuals repeat sentence. 
7. Teacher repeats sentence. 
8. Children write sentence. 
9. Teacher says spelling words. 
10. Children underline spelling words. 
Sentences--
1. Did you~ a candy~? 
2. Let the happy little rabbit go. 
3. I ~ a rabbit for my~· 
4. The girl ~ her mother. 
5. Do not ~ ~ in the rain . 
6. ~ me go to the market with you. 
7. A glass of milk is good for you. 
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Week XVII . 
Lesson I. 
Materials: Flash cards. 
Procedure: 
red 
bed 
sled 
hen 
ten 
then 
when 
end 
send 
head 
We met and learned short e sounds last week. Vlhat does 
short e say? Call on several children. 
Here are more words with the short e sound. ~fuat color 
is Ann's blouse? red (Flash word red.) Put on black-
boa rd. What is the opposite color or-red? Vfuat sound 
does e say in green? \Vhy? Let child say, match, spell 
it, t hen call on class to say and spell it. 
You sleep in the next word. It rhyme s with red. Yes, 
bed. (Flash word bed.) Put under red on blackboard. 
Proceed as before .---
This next word is something that rhymes with bed and red 
and you can coast on it in the winter. It is sled. 
(Flash word sled.) Put u nder bed on blackboard. ~~at two 
sounds do you-Eear at the beginning? Give me another 
word that starts with sl. What sound do you hear at the 
end of all three words? Proceed as before. 
A chicken is called a hen. (Flash word hen.) Put on 
blackboard. Proceed as before. ---
Five and five are ten. (Flash word ten.) Put under hen 
on blackboard. What does ten rhyme witn? Proceed as 
before. 
Chan@9 the t to th and add en. What have you? then. 
(Flash word then.) Write under ben on blackboard. Procee 
as before. -
~/hen will you be ready? (Flash word when.) Put under 
hen on blackboard. \~at word in this sentence is a ques-
tion word? Yes, when. What does it begin with? Put a 
line under the wh in when. Proceed as berore. 
The opposite of the word begin is the word end. (Flash 
word~·) Put on blackboard. V\'hat two sounds oo 'jrou 
hear at the end of this word? Say them again. Proceed 
as before. 
I will send you on an errand. (Flash word send.) Put 
under end on blackboard. What sounds are the same in end 
and send? Mark them. Proceed as before. 
\¥.hat rests on your shoulders? Your head. (Flash word 
head. ) Put on blackboo.rd~ . This is another catch word . 
Why? Mark the e so we can remember. Mark the a.. Let's 
all spell it together. Proceed as before. 
iflhat short sound do you hear in all the spelling words? 
Mark the short e sound. 
Pass out flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards. 
Lesson II . 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph presentation. 
1. Say these short e words to yourself. Mark the vowels. 
red bed sled hen ten then when end send head 
2. Put s on the line if the words are the same. 
Put d on the line if the words are different. 
red read 
end-end 
then-ten 
send-sent 
bed bed 
sled-sled 
when-when 
head-head 
-
hen hen 
ten----=t'ea 
end-end 
send-send 
3. Cross out the word in each hat that does not belong . 
The first is done. 
end 
send 
sent 
head 
loed 
beat 
red 
re01q 
sled 
then · 
when : 
where . 
ten 
+hdi 
-\hert 
- ·- .. _ 
4. Choose the name for each picture. Put a ring around 
it . Color . 
1. 3 . 
red bed hen when bed sled 
4. 5. 6. 
\0 l 
ten then said ~ send end 
- -
~.:· 
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Here are your spelling words: 
red bed sled hen ten then when end send head 
2. Choose the correct word,put a line under it. V'lr ite it 
on the line. 
1. This is the of the story. 
-e-n-=d--s-en~d 
2 • Your .,.---or----hear head 
is on your shoulders. 
3. Count to • 
t_w_e,..l_v_e_"'~"t_,e_n_ 
4. At night you go to • 
bed red 
5. Color the ball • 
read red 
6. will you be ready? 
Where When 
7. Did you the letter? 
sent send 
8. the boy told a story. 
Than Then 
9. It was about a little red • 
.... h_a_m __ h_e_n_ 
10. Ride on your new • 
sled slip 
I 
I . 
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Lesson IV. Word Analysis Cll::' Meaning. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Put the correct spelling words in this story. 
2. Read it to the class. 
candy happy rabbit glass have pet met 
let wet get yet market 
Once there was a little r __ _ h;...._ __ • A little 
boy t years old made a p ____ of her. He made a b 
out of grass for the little h ____ _ but little r 
--
h did not like it• He tied her to thee of his 
big r_ sl_. Little h __ _ did not like that. 
Th ____ little r ____ h~ began to cry. I do not like 
my new b and I do not want to be tied to your sl 
, ,fu_ will you take me home to the farm? Th the 
little boy of t put the little r h on his I --
sl_ and took her back to her home on the farm. 
• 
jl 
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Lesson v. 
1. Have children say and spell word as you take it o~f 
the chart. 
2. Review dictation rules. 
3. Pass out papers. 
4. Dictate 
5. Children say sentence. 
6. Individuals say sentence . 
'7. 'Teacher repeats. 
8. Children write. 
9. Teacher says spelling words . 
10. Children underline. 
Sentences for Dictation--
1. ~ may I have a little red sled? 
--
2. Then the 
-
ooy colored the paper~· 
3. Everyone has a head. 
4. Five and five are ten. 
5. You go to bed at the end of the day. 
6. Send a letter to your teacher. 
,, 
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leek XVIII. 
Lesson I. 
Materials: Flash cards. 
Procedure: 
fell 
well 
sell 
tell 
spell 
yellow 
yes 
best 
nest 
cent 
sent 
went 
Listen for some short e words that rhyme. The little 
boy fell. (Flash word fell.) Put on black'boa.rd. Notice 
the double 1 in ~ell. Say the word, Class. Let child 
say, match, spell it, then call on class to say and spell 
it. 
Get some water out of the well. (Flash word well.) 
I can also say, "How well you look." Give sentence for 1 
1 and 2. Put tmder fell on blackboard. Proceed as before.' 
The grocer can seel food. (Flash word sell.) Put under 
fell on blackboard. Proceed as before. 
Tell me a story. (Flash word tell.) Put under fell on 
blackboard. Proceed as before.----
You are learning to spell. (Flash Wdr'd spell.) Put 
under fell on blackboard. What two sounds do you hear at 
the beginning of the word spell? Put a line under~ in 
spell. Proceed as before. 
A bright sunny color is yellow. (Flash word yellow.) 
Put under fell on blackboard. The ow at the end of yellow I 
says long o. Put a long o around the ow in yellow. Vlhat 
sound do you hear at the beginning of yel l ow? Let's say I 
it together, class. Proceed as before. · 
Underline the parts of all these words that are alike. 
Call on child. 
Yes,is the opposite of no. (Flash word~· ) Put on 
blackboard. What other spelling word begins like yes? 
Proceed as before. 
This is my 
board. Est 
ending est. 
as before: 
best dress. (Flash word best.) Put on black-
in best is called an ending:- Underline the 
Give me a stor.y using the word best. Proceed 
A bird 1 ive s in a nest. (Flash word nest.) Put under 
best on blackboard. We live in a home:--1 bird's home is 
called what? Vlhat ending do you see in nest? Proceed as 
before. 
A penny-· is called one cent. (Flash word cent.) Put on 
blackboard. \!Vhat letter does one cent that means a penny 
stai·t with? Give me a story about a penny that we call 
one cent. Call on several children. Proceed as before. 
Sometimes words sound exactly alike but they are spelled 
differently. Listen, carefully. I sent James to the 
office. (Flash word sent.) That says I told him to go 
somewhere for me. Put under cent on blackboard. (1) (2) 
Look at cent. Look at sent. How are they different? 
Tell me a story about number (1), number (2). Spell the 
word that says money, class. Spell the word that says 
to go somewhere, class. Proceed as before. 
Peter went out of the room. (Flash word went.) Put 
under cent on blackboard. How is went like cent and sent? 
Proceed as before. 
pass out flash cards to individual children , etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards. 
Lesson II. 
1. Spelling list on chart. 
2. Hectograph presentation. 
1. Sometimes a vowel e is long, then it says its own 
name as in see. Sometimes it is little, and wee 
and then it says short e as in pet . 
2. say these words: 
fell well sell tell spell yellow 
best nest cent sent went 
3. Write these words. Put a round hat on the e 1s. 
4. Write four words that rhyme with fell. 
3. __ _ 4. __ _ 1. 
---
2. 
---
5. Write a word that rhymes with 
best cent sent 
a ring around the sound you 11.-e ar in each picture. 
e e e e e e 
?. Write the word under each picture • 
. , 
·-
Lesson III. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Draw a line under the words that have ell in them. 
call well ball tell bell fell fall sell 
spell when sing yellow head then spell 
2. DravY a line under the words that ba.ve est in them. 
best good nest pest smallest greatest nest 
beet rest nest better rest keep best great 
3. Draw a line under the words that have ent in them. 
cent when cent bent this seed went 
sent city see let spell then sent spent 
4. Fill in the spaces with the correct word. 
1. The boy f' __ down. f'all fell feet f'ish 
2. Thew has water. well wall will want 
3 . Sp_ the word sell. speak spot spell spend 
4. ~fuat a pretty y dress. yes yellow your yo 
5. Say y ___ thank you, I can go. your you yes 
yellow 
6. Look at the n ____ in the tree. no now nest not 
7. I have one c to spend. 
8. He was s to the store. sell send sold sent 
9. She w_ away. will when went why 
II 
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Lesson IV. Word Analysis or Meaning. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Write your spelling words from the list·. 
1 •• 7. 
2. 8. 
3. 9. 
4. 10. 
5. 11. 
6. 12. 
2. Draw a red ring around the words that end with~· 
3. Draw a green line under words that end in es. 
4. Draw a black box around the words that end in est. 
5. Draw an orange X on the words that end in ent. 
6. Write a sentence using 
cent 
went 
sent 
Lesson v. 
Follow procedure in Lesson XVI. 
sentences for testing. Dictation. 
1. ~' you can~ it. 
2. I sent a letter. 
-
3. Spell the words ~ and nest. 
4. The boy~ away. 
5. Have you one~ to spend? 
6. ~ a story of kitten in the ~· 
7. She fell down. 
Weelr XIX. 
Lesson I. 
Materials: Flash cards. 
them left help open very letter dress kitten 
Procedure: 
Let's make a list of words with short sounds in them. 
0 a e 1 0 
Have children say words and write under correct head-
ings. 
What short sound do you hear in the word, them? (Flash 
word them.) Put on blackboard. Mark it. All the words 
today have a short e sound in them. What two sounds do 
you hear at the beginning of the word them? Say the 
word together. Let child say, match, spell it, then 
call on class to say and spell it. 
I left my cent at home. See my left hand. Turn to the 
left. There are many ways I can use the word left. 
(Flash word left.) Put on blackboard. Have children 
give sentences-1or word left. Proceed as before. 
Do you need help? (Flash word help.) Put on black-
board. Proceed as before. 
Open the door. (Flash word openk) Put on blackboard. 
~fuat does the o say in open? Mar it. Proceed as be-
fore. 
You are a very good citizen. (Flash word fett.) In 
this word the r does not change the sound o e e. 
V•:hat does the e sound? Mark it. Proceed as before. 
Can you write a letter to me? (Flash word letter.) 
Notice the twin letters in the word letter. Underline 
them. Put a ring around the little word you see in 
letter. vVhat ending do you see in the word letter? 
Spell the word letter, class. Proceed as before. 
You are wearing a pretty dress. (Flash word dress.) 
Put on blackboard. What two sounds do you hear at the 
beginning of the word dress? at the end? What sound 
• 
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in the middle? Proceed as before. 
A baby cat is called a kitten. (Flash word kitten.) 
Put on blackboard. What little words do you seen in 
the word kitten? Put a ring around them. Notice the 
twin letters in the middle of the word . Say the word 
children. Spell it. Proceed as before. 
~~at short sound do all these words have? Mark the 
short e sounds in all of them. 
Pass out flash cards to individual children, etc. 
Proceed through testing and making flash cards • 
.. 
__I 
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Lesson II. 
Hectograph presentation. 
Using list on chart. 
1. put in the letters that are left out. 
2. Say the words /to yourself. 
3. Say and spell them with your partner, using the slide. 
th m 
1 ft 
h_lp Paste me on paper. 
Cut me out. 
op_n Color me red. 
v_ry Cut me on dotted line. 
1 tter 
- - - - ~ - - - - -
dr ss 
kitt n 
le er 
-
dre 
em 
ess 
• 
Lesson I II . 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Using spelling words, put the correct words into this 
letter. 
Dear 
----' 
I was glad to 
Driscoll School 
Brookline, Mass. 
February _, 195 • 
----~-open 
your 
over ~1-e~t~t-u_c_e--~l~e-t~t-e-r 
and read it. Mother it for me. She went 
~l~et;--"""'l""":::'e-,;:f-r-t 
to buy a pretty for herself. 
drum dress 
I am a good child and I 
very every ~h~e-a-r--~h-e~l~p-
Mother. She says I may have a for my 
kettle kitten 
pet. You have two ~-.--.~----.:--.-~~· What do you give 
kittens kites 
to eat? 
that them 
==========~=-=-=-====== 
- ---=-~-~======-c======================================================,====~========= 
Lesson IV. Word Analysis or Meaning. 
Using hectograph sheet. 
1. Read me, then make me. 
1. The boy was ~ behind. 2. see the letter that is open. j 
3. Help them make two hearts. 4. Look at the vely pretty 
---- dress in the w ndow. 
5. The kitten says meow. 6. Turn to the left. 
left right 
• --------- - -- =============--=========-===========-#===== 
-. 
Lesson v. 
Follow procedure in Lesson XVI. 
Sentences for Dictation. 
1. Please help me. 
2. I .lill, a valentine for ~· 
3. Open the door. 
4. A baby cat is a kitten. 
5. Did you mail the letter? 
6 • You are very good. 
7. Every gir l has a dress. 
